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TEA THER FOPtCAST
With Local
Showers Tonight
or Wednesday,

.Cloiifjy

VOL XXXII.

.

DIRECTORS

LAW

MONARCHY

FIRE DRILL SAVES
Denver, Sept. 19. Fire

LIVES
this morn-

OF

SEPTEMBER

A

JUDGE IS FOULY MURDERED ing destroyed the

CANADIANS CROSS

TAFT

MADISON DEATH REGRETTED.
Dodge City, Sept. 19. Hundreds of

EDITION

RECIPROCITY

IS

teljegfams ot condolence were ,ire-- f
ceived today by relatives of Representative Edmond H. Madison, who
A
died suddenly at his home here yescame
from
terday. They
political
friends among the insurgent republicans, from regular republicans, from
democrats
and personal f friends
throughout the United States. Among
them was a message of sympathy to TREATY WITH UNITED STATES
Mrs. Madison from President Taft.
IS CAUSE OF MUCH FEELING
If was decided today to hold the fuAT ELECTION.
neral at :, 2 o'clock Friday afternoon.

UN

ISSUE

IN CANADA

BY
PRE8IDENT GREETED
PEOPLE OF TWO NATIONS AT
SAULT 8TE. MARIE.

.

(

'

HORSE

THIEVES CAUGHT.
CAMPAIGN IS NEARLY OYER
Phoenix, Ariz., Sept 19. Travel
stained by a chase of more than 100
CROWDS
WITTICISMS miles. Deputy Sheriffs Jeff Adams IN 8T. JOHN THE LIBERALS ARE
SHOUT
and Lew. Mickey returned to PhoeCONCERNING RECIPROCITY
HAVING HARD FIGHT TO
nix last night 'Vijth three , alleged
TREATY.
HOLD THEIR OWN.
horse thieves in custody. The men
were captured after a' hard fight In
IMMENSE NUMBERS PRESENT which one of the supposed thieves VANCOUVER ISCONSERVATIVE
was wounded. Two others succeeded
in escaping. . The deputies followed
PARADE OF 2,500 SCHOOL CHILthe trail from a ranch near Phoenix LIBERALS ARE NQT HOPEFUL OF
DREN IS FEATURE OF
to Walnut Grove where the fight ocANY GAIN IN REPRESENTATHE DAY.
curred. The men arrested are Man
TION THERE.
uel Arviso, Gregory Granville and
Sault Ste. Marie, Sept 19. In the Jesus Morales.
St. John N. B., Sept 19. Final
..... waM
rallies in the various constituencies
presence of a cheering throng, PresiGENERAL FIRM1N DEAD.
dent Taft was formally welcomed to
this week close the parliamentary
St.
Thomas. D.W. I., Sept. 19. Gen
Sault Ste. Marie, as he alighted from
in this section where the
eral
Antonio Firmln, wo aesereed campaign
Such a
the train today at noon.
liberals are fighting to hold the 11
his post as raitien minister at Loncrowd had never been seen in the
seats which they occupied In the last
don to help overthrow
President
come
Soo before and many had
oy
house of commons, and to capture
Simon of Haiti, died here today.
from the opposition the other two
special trains' from great distances.
A noticeable element in the assembly
St. John city and York county
was the great number of Canadians,
make up the 13 to which this
which
MAINE HAY BE WET
who had crossed from the other side
province la entitled. They are pre
of the St. Mary's river to see, as
dicting that they will come out of
BE DRY the contest) with 12 represhentatives
OR
many of them humorously shouted,
V
"the man who was going to annsx
but admit doubt about winning YorK
Canada." He produced a profound
county where at the last election O.
impression on them with his genial OFFICIAL RETURNS GIVE APPAR- S. Crockett conservative, defeated his
smile and hearty handshake as he
more than 800
liberal opponent
ENT MAJORITY OF 26 AGAINST
said:
votes.
workers are
The
government
PROHIBITION.
"A gentleman from Canada? Glai
hopeful that Hon. William Pugsley,
to meet you, sir."
minister of public works, will carry
AugUBta, Me. . Sept 19. Governor with him James Lowell as the city
Big crowds from Canada and northern Michigan began to gather early Plaisted and' the members of his and county member.
to welcome President Taft Ths council, who were m session until
On the other hand the conserva
weather was all that could be desired midnight canvassing the returns ot tives say they wllr gain several
and the city was decorated in gala the election on the q.uaijoa of the seats In the province and will rerepeal" of "the'' constitutional prohibi- elect Crocket land, perhaps, defeat
attn c fi,r"(tlie occasion, ,
The day's program included a brief tory amendment held last Monday, re- Pugsley himself.' The campaign fortour of the city, a review of 2,500 convened today to continue the tabu- th e last week has teen Intense, parschool children in the government lation on other questions voted on ticularly
toward tne close, and1
marked Interest has been shown by
park, after which the president was at the same time.
The figures, as tabulated last night the electors.
(
scheduled to visit the home of Governor Osborn. The principal address showed an apparent official maojrlty
Is practically all reciprocity, for
It
of the day was scheduled for de- of 26 in favor of repeal, but these or against, and the trade agreement
figures, Governor Plaisted declares. has been presented In all possible as
livery in the school park.
are
Widow.
With
by no means final.
Sympathizes
pects. The polls will open at 9 a.
Soo Junction, Mich., Sept S. The
m. and close at b p. m., and two
special train bearing President Taft
hours afterward there should be a
and his party passed through here
fair Indication ot the result in th
shortly before 10 o'clock today. Com- INDIANS IN COSTUME
eastern provinces.
ing across the Straits of MaeWnna
this morning the president stood on
British Columbia Conservative
ATTEND CONVENTION
the upper deck of the ferry for nearly
B. C, Sept 19. British
Vancouver,
an hour, so when he came out on
Columbia sends seven representathe rear platform of his car at St OPENING
SESSION
OF
STATE tives to the Canadian house of comIgnace and at this place, he congratmons. Five of these in the last parC. T. U. WILL
W.
OF
MEETING
g
ulated the people on the
liament were conservatives and only
BE HELD TONIGHT.
breezes they enjoy.
two liberals. Independent judges beThe president today sent the follieve that this same division will relowing telegram to Mrs. Edmund H.
Delegates to the state convention sult from the coming; election. WilMadison, wife of Congressman Madi- of the W. C. . U. which will begin liam Templeman, the only man of
son who died"yesteTday:
this evening a three days session in the federal cabinet in British Colum"I was deeply pained to learn at Las, Vegas,, begahi arriving in ihe bia, is running a cljse race for repDetroit of the shocking death of city today. If Is expected that a resentative in Victoria against B. II.
Judge Madison. Allow me to express large number of the visiting ladies Barnard, by whom he was defeated
to you my sympathy in your great will be here in time to attend tha in the last election. Reciprocity Is
loss."
opening session this evening. The practically the only issue.
meeting will begin promptly at 7:43
o'clock at the First Methodist church
all the sessions will be held.
PREACHERS ASK TAFT where
Mrs. S. C. Nutter, of Albuquerqua, n
wm
mw
tm
mi
rj
p
president of the state W. C. T.' U.,
TO MAKEJBJECTION will preside. An interesting feature
FARLAND
WAS
of the meeting this evening will be
the appearance on the program of
BEG PRESIDENT TO KEEP SEC five Indian bucks from the United
States Indian school at Santa Fe. MOTHER OF FORMER WIFE SAYS
RETARY WILSON AWAY FROM
Miss
HE HAS APPROACHED ALTAR
True, who is connected with the
BREWERS' CONGRESS
school, arrived this afternoon from
FOUR TIMES
the Ancient City accompanied by her
Ottawa, Kan., Sept. 19. When charges. The Indians will
appear toColorado Spring3, Sept. 19. AnPresident Taft visits this city next
night dressed in native costuni.;.
F. McFarland, under arrest in
7
drew
weeks
pastors' of Ottawa church
Tomorrow the routine business of
r.P AmVnrtnlA.
n .1. r, r
'
Jt.1.
,es will make a personal appeal to the convention will be
begun. Threo ment oref erred
Miss
Ethel C.
him regarding the positions of Secre sessions will be held tomorrow and
by
declares
ot
San
of
Francisco,
Sec
and
Wilson
Groom,
Agriculture
tary
Thursday. Among the prominent
retary of State Knox on the program temperance workers to arrive today that, his arrest is a part of a blackof the International
Brewers' con were Mrs. Pitt RIss, Miss Blood
mailing scheme. He says he never
gress to be held in Chicago next Mrs. Nutter of Albuquerque, Mrs. married Miss Groom, as alleged in
'
month.
Scott of Tucumcari, and Mrs. Cath the San Francisco dispatches, and
The seven pastors came to that erlne Patterson of Santa. Fe. It is has never taken any of her money.
He will not fight extradition.
conclusion today. They wrote letters expected that about 30
delegates will
to
the
that
today
president charging
be present as well as several other
he had allowed Secretary Wilson to workers in the cause of temperance.
Detective Will Take Him '
become honorary president of the
San Francisco, Sept. 19. Detective
The public Is cordially Invited to
Brewers' congress and had allowed attend the meeting tonight
Thomas Murphy of - the San:
Secretary Knox to write letters to
Francisco police department left for
foreign countries giving official en VESSEL AND CREW LOST AT SEA Colorado Springs today to take Into
dorsement to the congress.
Andrew V. MdFarlandw
Boston,
Sept 19. The Boston custody.
chamber of commerce received a dis- wanted ona charge rf embezzlement
patch this afternoon stating that the preferred by Mis; K hel A. Groom,
NEW YORK METAL
big Portland, Me., schooner Stella who declares she is McFarlaad's forNew York, Sept. 19. Copper spot B.
Kiplan, had gone down in Chesa- mer wife, and that she obtained anu-me11.9512.05. lead dull, 4.454.55; peake bay. The vessel carries a crew
of her marriage with him March
Silver 52.
23.
of eight men.
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WAGON MOUND FAIR

t

OPENED TODAY
TOMORROW
OCCASION
DAYS'

WILL BE THE BIG
OF THE HREE
EXHIBITION.

Wagon Mound, N. M., Sept 19.
The third annual Mora county fair
opened today at Wagon Mound with
promise of being the best three days'
celebration in the history of the
county. A fine program of exhibi
tions and' sports has been provided
by the committee in charge, and at
the opening everything started off
Besides the
like crockwork.
and farmers of Mora a number of outslie business men have
assisted the air association and provided premlurns for the prize winning
V
exhibits. ..
Samples ol gJTu, corn, "ueanu and
other products of the county have
been brought in by the farmers of
Mora and these all proclaim the new
state as a land where things grow in
plenty. Tomorrow is the day of
frljoles at the fail.
A free barbecue and feast 'of beans
have been provided by the farmers
and will be served at the race track
at noon. In the afternoon the com
mittee on sports has arranged an extensive program. There are to be
sensational
hore races-- , bronco- busting and a number of other
things for the entertainment of the
crowd. For the last day of the fair
sports such as seen on the Fourth
of July are arranged and it is ex
pected that the exhibition will end
in a grand finale marking it as a big
success.
The following are some of the ex
hibits and contests for which the winners will receive valuable premiums:
Cattle, vegetables, grains, cooking
and last but not least a prize goes
to the prettiest baby in the coun'.y.
The officers who have been in charge
of the celebration are: C. C. Lewis,
president; J. Gordon Smith, secretary; W. M. Wiegfand, corresponding
secretary; C. R. Keyes, treasurer;
vice presidents, George McKellar, H.
W. Brown, S. M. Reiland, J. B. Was-burJ. Hj Cully, T. R. Harmon, all
of Wagon Mound and vicinity; William Steve, Optimo; S. A. Taylor and
J. C. Johnson, Nolan; G. E. Criger
and L. N. McNeace, Levy; M. A.
Van Houten,' Shoemaker; C. E. Blait-maOcate.
-- merchants

-

.,

CITY

INDICTED

,

SERVICE

c

,

'
The Old Home Towu
Is the Best. Old
Town.

1911.

RIVER TO SEE

.

j

19,

BIG TRUST ARE

Harmon public
school building. The four teachers
and 150 pupils escaped- - The fire,
COURT OFFICIALS
TRIED
WHO
which is believed to have been caus
STRIKERS ARE ATTACKED
ed by a defective heating apparatus
GUILTY.
was well under way when discovered.
AT VALENCIA
The pupils obeyed the general fire
Boston. Mass., Sept u. Two indrill
perfectly.
19.
Alfonso
Madrid, Sept.
King
dictments were returned today by
today signed a decree suspending the
the federal grand Jury against five
STAR PLAYERS RELEASED.
constitutional guarantees throughout
officials and a large stockholder of
B.
B.
19.
President
Chicago, Sept.
Spain. This is equivalent to declaring
the United Shoe Machinery company.
Johnson of the American baseball
the country under Martial law.
The indictments allege conspiracy in
of
announced
changes
This fact, which had been under league today
restraint of trade ander the Sherconsideration for some days, was tak- players in part as follows. Released: man act.
H.
PinkBy Chicago to Des Moines,
en to give the government power to
The officials indicted are: Sidney
deal sharply and promptly with the erton and E. "White.
W.
Winslow of Orleans, president;
By Cleveland to Toledo, S. Smith.
revolutionary agitation now fomentEdward P. Hurd of Newton, Mass.,
ing in many parts of Spain, espeassistant treasurer,
vice president,
cially in the cities and industrial disdirector and member of the execu
tricts, where republican and revolu- RUSSIANS FACED
tive committee; George W. Brown
vice
tionary plans are being furthered unof Newton, Mass.,
president,
der cover of workingmen's strikes.
member of the executive committee
BY A HARD JOB and director; WJlllam Barbour of
Well known republican parliamen
New . York N. Y., vice presiden.
tary leaders stand aside from the
member of the executive committee
present movement, which is socialis
Martial law in COMPLICATIONS
tic in character.
REGARDING SE and director; Elmer P. Howe, of Boston, Mass., counsel, member of the
Spain followed reports of violence in
LECTION OF 8TOLYPIN'S SUCwith
connection
workingmen's
executive committee and director and
CESSOR HAVE ARISEN.
strikes which have been called In va
James J. Storrow, the largest stock
holder and formerly a member of
rious cities to further what the gov
St, Petersburg; Sept. 19. The court the executive committee and director.
ernment &aym im a revolutionary plot.
The most serious equation Is at Va- Influences are mobilizing to control
The penalty provided under the
lencia, where a general strike was de- the government's action in naming a- statutes is a fine of $5,000 or im
successor to the late Premier Stolyclared yesterday.
prisonment one year or both. The
The Tioters murdered, a judge and pin, who died yesterdayq from the six defendants did not appear today
was
shot
he
received
when
wounded other officers ,of the court wounds
but probably will plead within the
which had been engaged in the trial by. Lawyer Bogroff. The impression next ten days.
of those who had been arrested ear- prevails that the tenure of office of
Complaint made to the department
lier in the day. The mob was fin- - M. Kokcvsoff, the acting premier, of justice against the United Shoe
will
be
temporary."
llv disDersed by guards from the
company the
The Nationalists fear they voun. Machinery
custom house.
"Shoe Machinery Trust" brought
remained
Kokcvsoff
set
aside
be
if
Strikes also have been declared at
of the government to
at the head of the ministry. Several the attention
Bllboa, Saragossa, Cadiz, Huelva, Secase.
the
ministers are also jut of harmony
ville, Gijon and other cities. In
It is understood that the corporawith the acting premier and accordmovement
some of these places the
was charged with being a motion
candiare
numberless
has been but partially successful, ingly there
are nopoly in restraint ot trade, j In-- ,
Premier Canalejas announces that dates for cabinet posts which
fringements upon the patent laws
to
vacated.
be
the government has In its possession likely
M. Kokcvsoff is generally respected were .also alleged, it is said.
the details of a revolutionary plot
and finanPrompt action on the part of the
uncovered at Valencia and Barcelona, as enlightened on foreign
followed the receipt of
a
cial
matters
straightforward
government
and,
Part of this plot was to assassinate
a few
The the complaints. In April,
in home politics.
conservative
of
General Weyler, captain general
Wil
had
wind
the
been
to
after
weeks
time
filed,
is
"It
up
they
Catalonia. The government claims phrase
liam S. Gregg, special assistant to
and
animation
nationalistic
inaugur
to know the names of all conspirators
General
ate conciliation" is attributed to him. United States Attorney
and the sources of their supplies.
a
to
as
Wickersham
much
government
is
There
began
speculation
The general labor unions today de
a more libeial or a more probe. Special Agents George E.
cided to call a general strike through whether
Kelleher and James L. Bruft assisted
policy will be adopted.
reactionary
out Spain on a date to be fixed later.
Mr. Gregg in his search for evidence.
Czar Attends Requiem Mass.
The result of the work of these
Situation urave at Bilboa
Kiev, Sept. 19. A mass for the re- government officials was that on July
Bilboa, Sept. 19. Troops this af- pose of the soul of the late Russian 26 of this year Attorney General
ternoon fired on a crowd that was premier, M. Stolypin, who was shot Wickersham ordered United States
endeavoring to free prisoners, includ- during a gala performance at the Attorney Asa P. French and Mr.
ing strike leaders, who were being Municipal theater Thursday night flvotrcr in nroaont ,viHnnra ntitninfiri
taken through the streets. Twenty-si- x was celebrated today at the Kiev to the federal grand jury that re- persons were wounded. The sit- hospital where the statesman suc- ported today.
uation is grave.
cumbed last night to the injuries inThe United Shoe Machinery com
Emflicted by Dmitry
Bogroff.
pany came into being in 1889. It was
peror Nicholas participated in the founded by Sydney N. Winslow, Its
conclusion, present head, who learned shoe mat
ceremonies and at Its
M'NAMARA DEFENSE
personally condoled with M. Stoly-pin'- s ing in a small factory in Salem,
widow.
Mass., owned by his father, who to
FUND IS SMALL NATIONAL PROTECTIVE LEGION, secure advantages- of combining al- hed interests, formed a corporation
Columbus. O., Sept. 19. The Na- - eml)racmg the three leading com.
a iraiernai
panieg then making s!j0e machiner- yATTORNEY
DYNAMITERS tional protective region,
FOR
insurance organization with a ron- - Goodyear ,Sewing Machine company,
SAYS $300,000 IS BADLY
siderable membership in this section Consolidated and McKay Lasting
NEEDED
of the country, began its annual concompany and McKay Shoe Machinery
vention in this city today. The off- .company were consolidated.
The
gratifying pro- company was reorganized in 1905 and
Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 19. On icers' reports show
his arrival from Fresno today Clar- gress for the year, both in member- subsequently
auxiliary
companies
ence Darrow, chief counsel for the ship and finances.
sprang up in Canada,, Great Britain,
to
McNamara defense, telegraphed
France and Germany. That same year
FIRE'S BIG DAMAGE.
the manufacturing of all its shoe
Attorney ' John L. Harrington to return here from San Francisco and Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 19. The making machinery was concentrated
submit to arrest under the warrant fire at the plant of the Hercules Oil in one large factory at Beverly,
.charging contempt of court issued for Refining company at Vernon, which Mass. The United States Shoe Mahim yesterday by the district attor- has burned for 24 hours, was brought chinery company now employs 4,000
ney. Darrow, it was learned, went under control at midnight last nignt hands, who turn out 20,000 shoe mav
to Fresno to have a last conference Three tanks of crude oil still are chines yearly.
with Samuel Gompers regarding the burning but little further damage will
The royalty system, by which the
raisins of funds to finance the de- be done. The loss is estimated at corporation disposes of its machines,
$150,000
fense of the McNamara brothers.
allows 'a shoe manufacturer to lease
machines, paying rentals in royalties
According to Darrow, less than
TODAY'S BASEBALL
on every shoe made. A manufac
$100,000 has been contributed to the
Western League
defense fund and at least two or
turer may buy machinery' if he gets
three hundred dollars is urgently
At, Sioux City Pueblo 7; Sioux it from the United Shoe Machinery
needed.
City 8.
company, providing he Duys his
i
A

WIRE TELEGRAPH

"findings" filch as wire nails and
eyelets from the company.
It is claimed tha the royalty paid
the United companx la about 2 S 3
cents per pair of shoes.
Last year the company brought suit
against Thomas G. Plant, a Boston
shoe manufacturer, charging patent
Plant sold out his
infringements.
shoe machinery plant and patent
rights to the United company after
OFFICIALS OF UNITED 8HOE MA- a bitter fight
A few. months later an independent
CHINERY COMPANY MUST
company the Bresnahan Shoe MaMAKE EXPLANATIONS.
chinery company of Lynn, Mass..
was also purchased, by the United
VIOLATED THE SHERMAN ACT company.
The next important happening in
the life of the United Shoe Machin
TRUST IS ACCUSED OF CON- ery company was the unexpected gov
ernment probe. The special grand
SPIRACY IN RESTRAINT
jury was called August 1. GovernOF TRADE.
ment agents stated before serving
subpoenas that the Question of leases
HEAVY PENALTY PRESCRIBED would be a vital question for the
grand Jury to consider. The. jury
made an extensive Investigation, sitFINE OF $5,000 OR ONE YEAR IN ting four and five days a week durJAIL OR BOTH IF FOUND
ing the entire month of August.

JUDGE GROSSCUP TO QUIT
Chicago, Sept 19. United States
Circuit Judge Peter S. Grosscup to-

UNDER MARTIAL

OF

PRE88 LEASED

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY,

day announced that be would retire
from the bench the first week In
October. Judge Grosscup has served
19 years as a member of the federal
Judiciary in the northern district of
Illinois. He attracted public notice
when the United States court of appeals, of which he was a member,
the action of Judge K. M. Lan-di- s
KING ALFONSO
SIGNS DECREE
who had fined the Standard Oil
SUSPENDING CONSTITUTION$29,000,000, He will send
oompany
AL GUARANTEES
Ills resignation to President Taft
shortly after the meeting of the Uniof appeals, October
IS TO QUELL A REVOLUTION ted States court
3. A desire to enjoy more freely his
freedom as a citizen and resume the
REUNDER GUISE OF STRIKES
practice of law are given as reasons
his decision.
for
OVERPUBLICANS
SEEK
THROW

""

EXCLU 8IVE A68QCIATED

NO. 266.

SPAIN IS PLACED

"

THE DAILY MAXIM

ATTACKS POWDER TRUST
N. J., Sept. 19. The
Buckeye Powder company, which
.formerly manufactured powder .at
Peoria, HI., today brought suit in the

Trenton,

United States circuit court here for
$5,000,000 damages against the I. K
Nemours Powder company
Dupont-D- e
and a number of its subsidnary concerns, which are familiarly known as
the 'Powder Trust."
The Buckeye company claims that
its business has been injured by he
practices of the so called powder
trust and places its actual damages
at $1,119,957 and also asks for
,,
punitive damages.
Plaintiff again asks that these
damages be multiplied by three as
authorized under the' Sherman act.
The bill of particulars states the
Buckeye company suffered as a result of the practices of the Dupont
concern, which - practices, it is
charged, were in direct violation of
law.
the Sherman anti-tru-
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ELKS HAVE BEGUN
WORK

W

The basement floor of the club
bouse contains
three section bowling alley, recreation room and a banquet ball with kitchen, pantries and
hallway in the real All of the three
rooms on this 'floor are separated
only by colmns and arches so that
they can all be thrown together as
one for social functions. The ceilings are paneled and the general
character of the Interior is the same
as on the first floor, save that the COUNCIL DECIDES TO TAKE OVER
woodwork Is of native pine In old
PRIVATE SYSTEM AND REMIT
English finish. Beneath t eh baseASSESSMENT.
ment at the rear is the sub basement containing the heating; plant
There will be no controversy beand the fuel rooms.
Ascending to the second floor by a tween the city and the Normal Unihandsome broad staircase one comes versity in regard to taking over by
to the main hall from which open the city of the private sewer system
four large guest rooms, which are on built last fall by the big territorial
the front of the building. Each of school. At anj adjourned meeting of
these rooms is equipped with a sep- the city council held last night in the
arate lavatory and also a separate city hall the council voted to accept
toilet and bath. The main portion of the report of the special committee
the floor which is south of the hall, appointed last Wednesday night by
is taken up by the lodge room, 40 by Mayor K. D. Goodall to confer witn
60 feet with attendant ante rooms, the Normal regents. The report rec
preparation rooms and the property ommended that the city appropriate
the sewer and in, return exempt the
room.
assessment for the
In the rear of the lodge room is a Normal from
stage with an attractively orna- sewer system now being built or for
mented proscenium arch 22 feet wide that which eventually will be built
with ante rooms on each side. Tre in the district of the city known as
lodge room has individual toilet, rear Section A. This agreement applies
private exit, movable platforms and only to the present grounds of the
Should additional property
all conveniences. Vte ceiling will be school.
arched 18 feet high and heavily be purchased in districts where sewbeamed. The floor- will be polished ers are being built the school will be
hard maple and the walls will be liable to Its share of the assessment.
wainscoted with panel work and all The regents agreed to this proposiwood will be finished in old English. tion.
The Normal's share of the cost of
The lodge room will be ventilated by
an electric fan system which will the sewer system was $601. At the
change the air in the room every last meeting! of the council the refour minutes.
gents made a proposition to turn
The third floor will contain four over the private sewer for what it
As
guest rooms with Individual lava-- ! cost the oNrmal, about $1,200.
tories and toilet .and bath. All the line was built for a private sewer,
toilets and baths will be tile floored not adapted exactly to the needs of
and wainscoted and fitted with the the city and could be constructed
latest plumbing. The building will under the city's present contract for
be heated with steam, conducted to about $600 the council refused to ac
risers through ducts under the base cept the proposition.
To confer with the Las Vegas
ment floors and will be modern In
every detail. It is a structure of Sewer company in regard to the purwhich the citizens of Las Vegas as chase of the system at present in
well as the local Elks can well be operation by that corporation the
council last night ;empowera (the)
i
proud.
same committee which adjusted the
The Cynical Bachelor rises to re Normal sewer situation to act as its
The sewer company,
mark that Cupid Is an arrow-heade- d
representative.
it is said, is perfectly willing to turn
bow legged little fraud.
over its property to the city on
SOUR, GASSY, UPSET
equitable terms.
The council passed the ordinance
STOMACH REGULATED
regulating connections with the new
sewer system, with a few minor
Just a Little! Diapepsin Ends Indiges- - changes.
This wilj permit people
tion in Five Minutes.
living along the line to make their
connections .at once. It will also
The question as to how long you make it possible for the city to col
are going! to continue a sufferer from lect payment for the construction of
Indigestion, Dyspepsia or
the sewer according to the agreeStomach is merely a matter of ment made before work was begun
how soon you begin taking some
by which many people agreed to pay
cash for their share of the cost of
If your Stomach Is lacking in di the sewer. According to the terms of
gestive power, whj not help the the ordinance, which was published
stomach to do its work, not with last week, the city is empowered; to
drastic drugfs, but a
provide ample inspection of all con
of' digestive agents, such as are nat nections.
This will prevent the lia
urally at work In the stomach.
bility of damage to the sewer by in
People with weak Stomachs should competent workmen, he city will
take a little Diapepsin occasionally, license all plumbers and pipe fitters
and there will be no more Indiges- who wish to make sewer connections
tion, no feeling like a lump of lead and reserves the right to issue perin the stomach, no heartburn, Sour mits for each connection. It Is likely
risings, Gas on tSomach or Belching that a sewer inspector will be em
of undigested foods, Headaches, Diz ployed during the next few months
ziness or Sick (Stomach, and, be when many connections are expected
sides, what you eat will not ferment to be made.
and poison your breath with nauseous odors. All these symptoms re
MARQUETTE READY.
sulting from a sour, out of order
Marquette, Mich., Sept. 19. Mar
stomach and dyspepsia are generally quette is In holiday attire in anticipa
relieved in five minutes after taking tion of the visit of President Taft,
a little Diapepsin.
who is scheduled to arrive here from
Go to your druggist and get a
the Soon shortly before midnight. The
case of Papes Diapepsin now, president will remain until about 3
and you will always go to the table o'clock tomorrow afternoon, when he
with a hearty appetite, and what you will leave for Grand Rapids. The
eat will taste good, because your program for the Marquette visit calls
stomach and intestines will be clean for a reception on arrival and a brief
and fresh, and you will know there public address, to be followed by a
are not going to be any more bad luncheon and a visit to the college of
nights and miserable days for you. mines and other places of Interest In
Tbey freshen you and make you feel and about the city.
like life is worth living.

CITY

WILL

BUY

HOME

SEWER

STRUCTURE WILL BE HANDSOM
EST CLUB HOUSE IN NEW
MEXICO.

Yesterday the ground at the corner
of Ninth street and Douglas avenue
was broken for the foundation of the
Elks' new $30,000 club house and In
six months from today the Las Vegas
lodge will have one of the largest and
finest homes In the Southwest The
building will be located In the middle
oi the lot, which is 150 feet wide by
16C feet deep, and 35 feet from Doug
las avenue, upon which it will face.
It will be the largest B. P. O. E.
club house in the state and Is
planned not only for present necessities but for the future expansion
of the lodge that is sure to come
wun we growun oi me cuy.
The exterior of the building, which
is of the English Tudor, or modified
Gothiq type, is to be of brown flash
brick extensively trimmed with na- tlve stone. The use of wood and
other perishable material has been
the
done away with, the idea of
architect being to build a structure
whose maintenance cost will be the
minimum. The roof is to be half
pitch and covered with red clay tile.
The width of the structure Is 66
feet and the depth 101 feet, including the porches, which are suited
to the UBes of the club and especially
desirable in the sunny climate of
New Mexico. The width of the building will be 82 feet The front entrance of the building is beautified
by a stone coped entrance porch 11
by 20 feet connecting with a broad
porch extending across the front toward the east and running 60 feet
The side enback on that side.
trance is on the west, covered by a
broad porch platform with a porte
coche.

On the west side, opening from the
windows of the lounging room, is another porch 36 feet In length, making
altogether 123 running feetj of board
veranaaa. inese are rooiea wun uie
and built of brick with floors of stone
tile to correspond to the general substantial character of the building.
The interior of the club house has
three floors above the ground and
finished basement, ' which, owing to
the character of the lot, is also
largely above ground. Entering the
building from the front to the first;
or main floor Ave feet above the sidewalk grade, is the entrance hall 17
by 20 feet. The front of this hall
will be formed by the entrance doors
with French windows on each side
glazed with copper set glass in emblematic design. To the left of the
entrance, with wide arched and columned opening, is the library and
reading room 18 by 23 feet, and the
ladies parlor 16 by 18 feet with the
ladies' cloak room and lavatory is on
the right. In the rear of the entrance hall and the ladies' parlor Is
the stair hall, 13 by 35 feet, with an
entrance from the porte coche and
broad stairway, six feet wide leading up to the second story and to tha
basement floor. In the rear of the library and separated from the stair
hall by a broad desk, is the secretary's office and cloak room.
From this location the secretary of
the club has a view of both entrances
and practically the entire first floor.
Connecting with the cloak room and
an alcove of the lounging room is the
and
floored
gentlemen's lavatory,
wainscoted with tile and fitted with
the most modern plumbing. In the
rear of the staircase hall and sep
arated only by 'columns, is the lounging room, 23 by 37 feet. The loungthe
on
on
room
porches
opens
ing
west side with French windows
by narrow piera. On the east
and connected by a broad arch is an
alcove from which opens a card room
and the buffet, 16 by 17 feet.
Separated from the lounging room
at the rear by columns is the billiard room, 23 by 27 feet. This connects with the buffet and rear stair
hall and both rooms Jhfcvek, dumb
waiter service to the kitchen below.
The rear hall contains a stair, which
juns from the extreme sub basemen
to the lodge room floor with an outside entrance at the main basement
level. The entire first floor Is
floored with quarter sawed oak and
the woodwork ' is of oak in old
English finish. The ceilings of the
stair and entrance halls and lounging room are divided with ceiling
beams and the ceilings of the library
and ladies' parlor are paneled. The
lounging room and halls are wainscoted. There are two large open
fire places, one in the lounging room
and the other in the library, faced
with larira fimiare terra vltrea tile
and fitted up with wrought iron and
Irons.
sep-ate-
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A HOPEFUL MESSAGE TO SCALP
SUFFERERS AND MEN WHOSE

Our Initial Showing of New Fall Merchandise Is Attracting Wide
Spread Attention

HAIR IS THINNING

THE NORMAL

UPON

TUESDAY,

Dandruff now bald later. The same
true of scalp diseases. In fact
baldness is a scalp disease. The trou
ble with the greasy salves and lotions,
the
dandruff and scalp
cures jou have tried so far Is
that they don't do anything but tern.
porarlly relieve the itching and cake
the dandruff so it doesn't fall until
its dried out again. Nothing can cure
really cure such troubles but a real
scalp medicine that will kill the germs
causing dandruff and scalp disease.
Learning from leading fellow drug
gists throughout America that they
bad found a whirlwind cure for dandruff, eczema and all diseases of the
Bkin and soa'p the O. O. Schaefer drag
store in proving to the laboratories
compounding the treatment that It is
the most prominent drug store in this
city secured the agency for the remedy. This remedv Is ZEMO, the
clean, liquid preparation that kills
the germ of disease and ZEMO SOAP
to wash the scalp or skin dear and
e'ean off the dandruff or scale and by
Its antiseptic qualities soothe and
heal.
Sold by druggists everywhere and
in Las Vegas by our authorised
agent, O. G. Schaefer.
la

From All Over

v

Come to View the

s

Lovely New Suits, Dresses, Coats, Millinery,
i

.

Dress Goods, Silks and Neckwear.
"

.

r

'

JTOur

.

.

.

showing of (he new Fall merchandise emphasizes once again how far ahead of

others the'Rosenwald Store is in style matters. Folks from all over this section are
new modes. The enthusiastic comments prove that our selection
of stylesisjjust the'sort that
appeals to the discriminating women of Las Vegas and the
exceptionally large business we are doing proves that our prices are also RIGHT.
Come, spend tomorrow here in getting intimately acquainted with the hest of the new
styles it will be the most enjoyable day you have ever spent for styles are more beautiful than ever, assortments are
wonderfully broad and prices are unmatched for lowness.

EXCELLENT VARIETIES

.

TAFT TO SPEAK ON ALASKA.
Kansas
City,
Sept 19. When
President Taft speaks before the Na
tional Conservation congress here
next week It Is probable he will make
clear the administration's future attitude in Alaskan affairs. The presi
dent is understood to be determined
to settle as soon as possible the
vexed questions that confront devel
opment in Alaska and may preach
his doctrine not only at the convention here but at other points which
he will visit during his tour of tie
west and northwest.

LIGHTHOUSE

Style-Lover-

of all that's new and stylish in

Suits

Dresses

Coats

Waists

AJillinery

Dress Goods
We

Silks

Novelties

are prepared to show you the newest and best the markets offer in every

de-

Never have we been able to offer such unequalled values for the money.
Nejerhave we had a larger, better selected stock from which to choose. Come in and
'
see the new things" whether you wish to buy or not,
partment.

HAS NO KEEPER

Volcano on San Salvador Whose
Flashes of Light Come Regularly
Every Seven Minutes.

New Mexico's

Rosenwald

Leading

Block

"What do you think of a perpetual
lighthouse, needing no keeper, and
Store
yet as regular in its flashes of light
as one maintained by the govern
ment?" asked Albert D. Van Wyck, a
globe trotter, at the Raleigh.
"This natural ligut never fails, and
that means much for navigation. It
is a volcano on the island of San Salvador. This volcanic lighthouse Is
about eight miles inland from the port
of Acajutla. It Is a veritable pillar of
cloud by day, and the flash of its light
by night has been valuable to mariners for years. It can be seen far out
at sea, and a burst of flame has gone
upward every seven minutes, without
the variation of a second, for many
years.
"The few visitors who stop at San
Salvador amuse themselves the first
few days by holding their watches
and timing the outburst of flame.
"A lighthouse fee is collected of all
vessels that put in at the harbor nearest the volcano, and no skipper objects. He knows that the volcano is
more reliable than the lighthouses
kept by human beings on other coasts,
Cholly Such vulgah persons. They
and the novelty of the light is worth talked
forevah about twade, don't y'
the price charged by the government know.
There Is the usual detonation caused
Miss Wise And what did you talk
by the eruption every seven minutes, about?
and the ground is shaken, but, after a
Cholly Nothing.
short sojourn on the Island you fall to
Miss Wise The Ideal How
Notice it, and would be the more
shocked if it did not occur." Washington Post.
AND GO AHEAD SLOWLY

ESTABLISHED
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Farmer's Harvest
Jubilee

WAGON MOUND. N. M.

September

19-21,19- 11

-

Tickets on Sale September 18th to 21st inclusive,
with returj limit of September 22nd, 1911.

Fare for the Round Trip $2.20
D.

L. BATCHELOR.. Agent

50-ce-

A COLLEGE

State

FOR

College,

SCOTTISH RITE MASONS.
Saratoga, N. Y., Sept. 19. Masons
of highest degree from many states

assembled in Saratoga today at the
opening of the annual session of the
Supreme Council, thirty-thirdegree
Scottish Rite Masons. The business
of the meeting will loccupy three
days.
d

Blobbs Guzzler is so
Slobbs Yes, nothing less than
hogshead would do him to drown his
sorrows in."

LITTLE

"Diamond M"
"Old Homestead
"Boss Patent"

FROCK.

,

The Leading Brmnds

To Get

MILLERS.

Pa., Sept. 19. A
school for millers, said to be the first
ever opened in the United States, has
been established and will begin its
sessions at the Pennsylvania State
college tomorrow. The school is to
be under the direction of B. W. Ded- rick, the college instructor in milling
and mill engineering. Applications
for admission to the school have been
received from prospective millers all
over the country.

DAINTY

Its Beneficial

Effects;

Handled exclusively in Las Vegas
by

Always Buy the Genuine
Philosopher And now, after having
reviewed all philosophy with you,
there is only one law that I can lay
down for your guidance.
Student What is that?
Philosopher When you are sure
you are right, you should suspect that

anc)

MIR'&ilA

you

manufactured hyihe

(fiinfisSw.
5old

by all leading

Drwjqists

OneSizeOnly, 50 a Doitle

of High Patent Flour

are

wrong.

Practical Home Helps
This dainty dress is of white batiste
elaborately trimmed with swlss em
broidery and Valenciennes lace.
The skirt is plaited; the blouse
forms a sort of corslet and the girdle
Is of ribbon fastened at the side with
a cockade and long ends.

,

An Excellent Broth

Invalid's Evening Repast
To
cup of Rood bocf. lamb, veal or chicken
broth, add a tabkspoonfu1 of Duffy's pure malt
whiskey. Serve very hot with a teaspoonful or
two of whipped cream on top, if desired. A few
altines may be served with this:
This makes a very invigorating drink: as well as
being of irreat benefit and nourishing to the patient,
it is wonderfully refreshing to the healthy.

Charles Ilfeld Company,
New Mexico's Largest Wholesalers
Every one recognizes the
of these
brands Even our Competitors.Superiority

Try an Ad. in The Optio's
Want Columns"
CLASSIFIED ADS. HIT THE BULLSEYE

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY.

ENGLISH TEACHER
REGRETS LACK
OF CASTE
THINK8

AMERICAN
SYSTEM
EDUCATION TOO DEMO-

OF

CRATIC.

up his children to leaven the general mass a little he would have to
own
abhorence
his
sacrifice
of everything asoclated with class."
"You believe there is no real ideal
associated with the American educa-

tional system?" I interrogated.
"There Is the finest Ideal in the
world, the ideal that education should
be given everybody. That is demonstrated by the law existing in New
York, for Instance, that every child,
physically sound, must begin to attend school at the age of 7, unless
there is home tuition on the same
standard as the board schools. But
mingled with this ideal is the drawback produced by the American's
abhorrence of reconlzing outwardly
class distinctions."

ENGAGE IN

EXIST TILL

WAR

END

IS TRYING

TO GET CONTROL OF ST. LOUIS SOUTH-

WESTERN LINES.

SepL 19 Because of
the marriage of Frank Jay Gould to
Edith Kelly, a chorus girl, about a
year ago, he has entered into bitter
conflict .with his brothers and the
family fortune has suffered a heavy
which may become greater
shrinkage
FARES.
EXTRA
DISCUSS
St. Paul, Minn., Sept, 19. The 56th through the present battle being
annual convention of the American waged by Frank against his brother
Association of General Passenger and Edwin.
Wall street is filled with gossip
Ticket Agents began its sessions
over
the fight Frank Gould is making
Samuel
Colonel
with
here, today
Moody, passenger traffic manager of for proxies in the coming election of
the Pennsylvania railroad, presiding. the St. Louis Southwestern, one of
The convention will continue lor sev- the best managed of the Gould properal days. One of the timely topics erties, which has been under the dito be discussed is the recommenda- rection of Edwin.
The street is talking of Frank's
tion that railroad passengers be
at the time of George's reoraction
class
extra
for
high
using
charged
Pacific
equipment. It has been suggested ganization of the Missouri
that
when
last
his
insistence
be
winter,
a
mile
of
a
cent
a
that quarter
added to the price o afj ticket for a he be recognized caused Kuhn &
unpassenger using an observation or I.oeb, who had arranged to extend
a parlor car. In support of the pro- limited credit to the road, to withposal it is contended that the rail- draw from all connection with the
roads expend large amounts to fur- enterprise. Now the attacks are'een-tereupon Edwin.
nish this class of travelers fast
Friends of the family say tne
traiu service, luxurious surroundings,
and special attention of various Gould properties are worth today only
kinds.. The association M11 thor- - half of what they were ten years ago.
"Except among 'some of the very
discuss the matter, but any This is due to decrease in value and
oughly
wealthy, I suppose,' Interrupted the action it" may take will be purely the passing of certain holdings from
professor.
their management.
advisory in its nature.
"Yes, but it Is not general, even
When Frank Gould) married Helen
A notable feature of the convenA student who bep.mong them.
of Eugene
tion will be the banquet tomorrow Kelly, gTanddaughter
comes a waiter or a tramway driver,
to the
Among those scneduled 'to Kelly, he reconciled his house
night.
or a book agent, to earn his tuition
the
of
enemies
had
been
that
J.
family
James
are
at
the
banquet
speak
money is Judged exactly as is any Hill, President McCrea of the Penn- father for years.
The new Mrs.
other student. If he is a good fel
into the circle
sylvania system, Vice President Daly Gould was welcomed
low he is popular, if not, he suffers of the New York Central lines, and and her two children were grtat faexactly as any other unpopular stu several representatives
of govern- vorites of their aunt, Helen Miller
'
dent V
ment railways in France and Ger- Gould.
"That word caste has a most dis many.
When Frank was divorced two
tasteful sound to Americans, mus
years ago, the sympathy of his family
ed the professor. "They seem to asThen came rewas with his
DISCUSS WEIGHTS
from abroad concerning his atsociate with all the ' concentrated COTTON MEN
ports
Memphis, Tenn., Sept. 19. In ac tentions to Edith Kelly, and finally
wickedness of mankind.'
with a call issued by Presi- his
cordance
"It is stamped out of the children
marriage to ber, after the reports
of the Memphis Cotton
Williams
dent
their
had been denied a score of times.
of
education,"
at the very start
a meeting will be held in
She had been a chorus girl at the
I said. "The public school system Exchange
next week, in which every Casino
this
city
does It."
theater, where she played in
cotton exchange in the soutn nas "Havana." She Is
Engiisn and very
"By public schools you mean what
been asked to participate. The pur pretty.
The Gould family bitterly
we In England call board schools?
pose is to formulate plans for the opposed Frank's choice and has steadqueried the professor.
American
of weights, in ..
supervision
901
More
than
answered.
fastly refused to receive his second
f , cemert,
t.u
"Yes," I
wutttuor
to
spinning:
wife socially.
attend
children
per cent of American
to
and
allowed
be
of
to
amount
tare
In Wall street the story Is told that
"board schools, or, as they call them
es
discuss ways and means for the
because of an - unpleasantness that
'
here, public schools"
tablishment bf competent and satis took
place at Georgian Court on the
"That is the primary cause of
methods, as well as places, occasion of a visit there by Frank
America's greatness, so many Ameri- factory
for arbitration. Other subjects of in and his wife he; began a war of recans have told me," said the proterest to the cotton men of the south prisal which entered on the plans
fessor. "I wonder. I wonder."
are likely to be discussed at the laid out by George for the Missouri
will listen to an
No America
meeting.
Pacific.
And now the warfare inargument on the subject," I said. "It
'
Edwin.
cludes
so.
to
believe
is part of his nature
TAFT VISITS THE SOO.
was made
Official announcement
Without the huge board school sysSault Ste. Marie, Mich., Sept. 19.
tem that extends all over the coun The second day of President Taft's yesterday that proxy blanks had
sent out by Frank Gould to the
try America would be a second rate visit to Michigan brought him to this been
nntlnn. if the Americans are to be famous gateway to the upper lakes. stockholders of the St.
inviting their support of a
believed."
Upon his, arrival here shortly after
to the regular
"It undoubtedly has done a magni noon today he found the city gayly ticket in opposition
committee
by Edwin,
appointed
proxy
"Reflcent work," said the professor.
decorated in honor of his visit. Govof the road, who for
the
president
the
of
averages,
ernor Osborn was on hand to give
garded as a question
has been the dominant
result is deceitful. Many Americans him welcome and the crowd that many years
spirit.
board
of
the
have suffered because
thronged the vicinity of the station
For the last ten days confidential
school system."
and all he streets of the downtown
"Don't advance such an argument section was probably the largest ever representatives of Frank Gould have
on a nublic platform here," I said, seen here. Among the visitors were been making .the rounds of Wall
houses to
"or you will be mobbed."
many Canadians from across tne bor- street, urging brokerage
to
customers
induce
their
give tneir
run
to
the
care
risk,
"I should not
der, who were attracted by. the pos
said the professor. "But the fact re sibility that In his public speech, proxies to his representatives. Letters
sent to hank
mains, iust the same. The children which was the chief feature of the and circulars have been
"board day's program, the president might ing firms all over the country, and
who nrttand the American
it is said that action is to be brought
schools from good homes are sacri have something to say on the
in St. Louis to compel, Edwin Gould
children
of
the
of
benefit
ficed for the
reciprocity.
subject
to allow Frank Gould's
representawhn iwaIva no care at home. I have
of stocknames
to
the
tives
copy
it."
seen many instances of
holders and their addresses.
'T
don't understand what you
GAVE UP
The claims made by the represen
mean," I said.
startled
of Frank Gould
tatives
the
answered
Is
obvious,'
"Why, it
because of the
bankers
are
street
Wall
school
at
"Children
ALL
professor.
serious manner in which they reflect
orinrateri liv themselves fully as
upon Edwin. According to these remuch as they are by their teachers.
Mrs.
To
Failed
in
their
ports Frank had entered the fight
Help
In their association together,
Physicians
solely in the interests of the St.
receive
games, they
Green, But She Finally Found
stockholders. His
A general average is
In the asB.
Relief in Cardui.
assert
friends
he
understands
that
while
and
them
all,
struck among
Edwin is trying to sell the railroad
receive
who
ones
the
undoubtedly
to the Louisville & Nashville or to
Meetze, Va. Mrs. J. C. Green of this
home care are raised to a slight
"I suffered with womanly the Illinois Central, and that he fears
children
says:
place,
better
the
level,
ly higher
troubles so that I could
sit up. the interests of the minority stock.
are dragged down to meet that same Two of the best doctorshardly
In our town
holders wpuld not be protected If
their
as
as
not
mediI
is
and
treated
high
tried
different
which
me,
level,
such a deal were put through.
I
until
of
ever
all
cines,
gave up
hope
own."
well.
getting
One day, I decided to try some Car"That idea does not seem to have
dui. ' It did so much for me that I
FIRE CHIEFS' CONVENTION.
occurred to the average American,
ordered some more, and it cured me!
Milwaukee, Wis., SepL 19. The
I said.
In
as
ever
well
as
did
I
I
feel
Today,
first session of the annual convention
"Yes. it has." answered the pro my life.
a
he'
with
it
dismisses
The pains and the trouble are all of the International Association Fire
"but
fessor,
gone. I feel like another person in Engineers was held in the Auditor
sneer at class distinctions. He
every way. I wish every sufferer could ium this
children
his
that
wllline
norfwtiv
morning with fire chiefs
know what Oardui will do for sick
from nearly all of the principal cities
shall mix with those who are below women."
A few doses of Cardui at the right of the United States and Canada in
them in everything that constitutes
will save many a big doctor bill, attendance.
Mayor Seidel delivered
tome culture, for otherwise he would time,
by preventing serious sickness.
that
with
afflicted
HmflPlf
It tones up the nervous system, and an address of welcome and John
t
helps make pale cheeks fresh and rosy. Thompson of Toronto, president of
awful disease, caste."
Thousands of weak women have been the association, responded for the
"You mean he deliberately sacri restored
to health and happiness by
visitors. The convention will con
asked.
I
children?"
fices his
using Cardui. Suppose you try it
world
It may be just the medicine you need. tinue its sessions four days. One of
"There is no doubt in the
that he does sacrifice them," said N. B. Write to: Udl' Advisory Dept.. Chattt-no- the features is an exhibition of fire
Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Special apparatus
of the most modern patthe professor. "But it Is the sser Instructiont.
and
book, "Home Treatment
not
offer
tern and design.
Mat id plain wrapper, on request.
did
of two sacrifices. If he
An English professor saw a New
iote professor aboard a steamer
bound for Europe.
The American
gave an enthusiastic greeting to a
teward on the liner. The foreigner
inquired the reason for the American's pleasure in the meeting. He
was told that the steward was one
.
of the professor's second-jyeaLater, in speaking of the
the Englishman said:
ine point that appealed to me
was the determination of the young
man to accomplish his ambitious project of seeing Europe with little
money during his university course,
The American university system
seems to breed thousand of his type.
It always Interests me to read the
occasional university returns, enum
erating the number of students who
worked during the summer to get
enough money for their winter tui
no
tion. I understand they lose
caste whatever among the other stu- dents.'.'
"Caste does not exist in the Ameri-aschool and universities,' I
r

New

York,

stu-ents-

incl-den-

t

d

I

e.
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DYING GAMBLER WINS
HE WOULD OUTLIVE
COMPANION

"The ruling passions of men

as-

with a leading New York hospital
to a reporter. "They will possess the
dying at the final moment as intensely as throughout life, and they
prove beyond question that the
thought of dissolution Is secondary
to the dominant passions that control the mind."
"How do you mean?" asked the re
porter.
"1 mean that men who have fol
lowed certain paths of life cannot depart from them even at the final moment," was the reply. "It is as simple a proposition as a common rule.
of mathematics.
When a financier
is dying his last thought is upon the
securities and funds he Is to leave
behind him, and until he falls into
the ptate of coma which generally
precedes death he discusses his financial affairs with members of his
family. If a man's life has been devoted to thoughts of revenge upon
his enemies and death overtakes him
before his mission has been accomplished, his only regret in passing Is
that his object in life has not been
attained." '
Then the doctor told of two gamblers who died in a hospital some
years ago. They had been chums
and both contracted consumption
about the same time. One was 33
years old, the other 10 years his
junior, and each was willing to bet
his last coin upon the right or wrong
of any question as he viewed it
"I was in the ward one day when
I heard these dying gamblers discus
sing their situation," said the doctor,
"They occupied cots only a few feet
apart, and faced each other cheer
fully. They were so exhausted they
could hardly speak above whispers,
but they felt confident they would
recover. I knew differently, and I
realized, if they did not, that both
would be dead within ten or fifteen
hours.
"Say, Jim,' said the older man,
'we're petting down to cases. 'Pears
to me like you're goln' to cash in
ahead o' me.'
'Bet you
all I've got,
Sam, you cash in ahead o' me," replied Jim, his face flushing with excitement.
"You are on, Jim,' returned Sam,
smilingly. 'I've got the dough In my
wallet.'
.
"This remarkable bet of two dying men," went on the physician,
"nocesltated a stakeholder, and the
money of both was taken by a nurse
and placed upon a chair between
them within the reach of either.
They chaffed each other for a time,
and Jim asked if Sam would donate
the stake to the hospital if he won.
Sam answered that he purposed to
have a good time with it at Coney
Island or elsewhere.
Their jpking
really was ghastly, and it was quite
evident that all thoughts of death
had been forgotten in the excite-.

three-dollar-
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THREE

The highest point of woman's han.
piness is reached only through motherhood, in the clasping of her child
within her arms. Yet the mother-to-b- e
is often fearful of nature's ordeal
and shrinks from the suffering incident to its consummation.
But for
nature's ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and in Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It is an oily emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
wmcn act wun Denencial and soothing effect on those portions of the
system involved
It is intended to
prepare the system for the crisis, and
thus relieve, in great part, the suffering through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort it affords before, and the helpful restoration to health and
it brings about after baby strength
comes.
Mother's Friend
is for sale at
.Jo.

Have
Your

vt.

drugstores.
vv rue
ior our

free book for
expectant moth
ers which contains much valuable
information, and many suggestions
of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR

CO.. Atlanta. Co.

ment of the outcome of the wager.
"The end came swiftly. Sam was
eyeing the little roll of bills upon the
chair longingly, but his eyes began
to droop and his respiration became
stentorious. Jl mwatched Sam longingly, and his quickened respiration
and glazing eyes indicated that he
was in the final throes. Three hours
after the bet was made Sam lay silent, a smile of expectancy upon his
wan cheeks.
"The poor chap had lost the bet,"
said the doctor, "and I lost no time
in telling Jim he had won. If ever I
saw rapture In the eyes of any man
I saw it in Jim's. He asked me to
give him the money, and as I placed
it in his nerveless hand he Whispered, T always could beat Sam at any
game,' and died as peacefully as a
saint.
"Jim had a sister, and the money
went to her, together with some jewelry of slight value."
DAUGHTER

OF GOVERNOR

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
'Vial

Engraved Cards i

WEDS.

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., SepL 19.
Elaborate preparations have' been
completed for the wedding of Miss
Emily F. Osborn, daughter of Governor and Mrs. Chase S. Osborne,
and Richard Sanderson of Ridley
Park, Pa. The ceremony Is to take
place tomorrow- evening In St. James'
Episcopal church of thl3 city. Among
the guests will be a number of prominent societly people from out of
town.
-

RURAL CARRIERS MEET.
Milwaukee, Wis., SepL 19. A proposal that rural carriers be permitted
to furnish lists of people along their
routes to business houses and the
adoption of the domestic parcels post
will be discussed at the annual convention of the National Rural Letter
Carriers' association, which opens 1
in this city today. The carriers are
of the opinion that these two steps
would go far toward wiping out the
annual $25,000,000 deficit In the mall
service.
All the world may be a stage, but
few of us get the spotlight.
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Birth Announcements

Programs
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JUST AND TUKHICCULOSiS
What shall we say of the careless
men and women, who deliberately
eject into the public streets, highways and conveyances, sputum that
may contain, billions of germs, which,
when they are dried, shall Join the
kingdom of dust, at the right hand
of death? Were a man to run amuck
through the crowded streets of our
cities, stabbing and shooting right
and left, what would Ibe done with
him ? In self defense, one would shoot
him down as tllough he were a beast
of prey. And yet he would be com- -

)

L. OSBORNE

sat on the garden steps

and gloomily watched Belshaxiar's
frantic endeavor to dig out a mole.
Time was when Billy would have seconded Belshazzar'a efforts but today
ha would scarce have turned his head
to watch a circus parade. The somber
black pall of utter desolation bad settled over him and life, which once
had seemed so fair, mocked him with
Its uselessness.
For Billy was In love, and his love
was scorned, flaunted, derided and refusedand at Billy's age'flticirthlngs
count The Iron had etruck-deeinto
his soul and broken off, and the barbs
still rankled.
That he had reached the epochal age
of ten before attaining the .grand .passion shows at least that he did not
wear his heart upon his sleeve. Pre
viously be had sauntered Idly along
the primrose path of dalliance, "in
dulged in tentative flirtations with his
nurse, hie kindergarten teacher, and
the
fairy with the flaxen
curls who waved him generous kisses
with her chubby hands from the ad
joining lawn.
Once across the intervening hedge,
he had shared with her a Btlck of ex
ceedingly sticky candy, at another
time he had graciously allowed her
to Inspect the burned finger that visibly attested his patriotic observance
of the glorious Fourth
Inwardly
elated by her gasp of feminine horror
when he undid the wrappings of the
injured member.
Then had intervened a period during
which he viewed the advances of the
gentler sex with calm disdain, merging at times on distinct disfavor as,
for instance, when effusive feminine
visitors of uncertain age, alluding to
him. as "the little dear," drew him Inwardly raging against his fate, within
their detested embrace and kissed his
freckled face.
On the evening of his tenth birthday
he had had a party such a party!
with oceans of pink lemonade and continents of angel cake, mountain ranges
s
of ice cream, Isthmuses of
and island of cookies, principalities of
pound cake and kingdoms of candy sufficient to allure the gloating gaze of
the expectant guests and cause legion of little "tummies' to ache in concert.
At the party she appeared,
adorable dimpled, demure,
looking for all the world as though
she might have wandered, just awak
ened, from some huge gilt frame In the
picture gallery the type of little girl
that one instinctively longs surreptitiously to pinch to convince one's self
of her reality; also she lisped enchant-I- n
gly, and at her advent Billy beheld
his preconceived ideas ot femininity
take Instant flight.
"But you must dance with the other
little girls also," protested his mother,
gently guiding his reluctant steps
where duty pointed, "and I'm afraid
Bessie's mamma would not like to
have her eat more than four dishes of
Ice cream in one evening."
Bessie divine name!
After a month's devotion on his
part, Bessie had passed him on the!
avenue that forenoon, seated in the
donkey cart of the
boy
across the street, haughtily unconscious of his existence, while he of the
snub nose had grinned at him offensively as they passed.
True, Billy had sauntered casually
across the street later in the day and
d
one
gravely pummelled the
in the seclusion of the coach nouse
till he howled for mercy, but this consummation of righteous vengeance was
at best vicarious punishment for the
fickle Bessie. So now, when Belshaz-za-r
cocked an inquiring ear in his direction and whined eagerly, Billy
gloomily disdained his invitation to assist in excavating the mole, and with
hands thrust deeply in his pocket
viewed life darkly through disillusioned eyes.
Appeared presently around the corner of the house Billy's big uncle Jack,
likewise engulfed in gloom, with hands
In pockets and unlighted pipe despondently aslant, who seated himself beside Billy upon the steps and watched
Belshazzar's efforts dejectedly,
An Uncle Jack unsociable, untalka-tlv- e
and downcast of men was distinctly
new to Billy's experience that he viewed the phenomenon with wonder-men- t
Could it be possible-- ' that - the
barbed shafts of jealousy had
entered his soulT With chin in
hand Billy pondered upon the problem
In silence.
,t
Ah! he had it The cause' of Uncle
Jack's woe was plain to him. Around
the fickle, the inconstant Bessie revolved an attendant
satellite yclept
Aunt Agatha, after whom Blhyk "toad
lately observed his Uncle Jack dangling
quite disgracefully, though jthjm BJIJy
could not understand, certainly she was
not pretty that is, from Billy's standpoint lacking the adorable Bessie's
pink cheeks and Infantile plumpness,
likewise her bewitching Hsp.,, i(.
Then, too, she blushed if spoken to
suddenly, which Billy regarded as a
foolish habit, and once In ; the early
stages of their acquaintance when he
had shown her a little green snake no
longer than that, she had shuddered
with horror and begged him to take
the horrid thing away, whereupon he
had stuffed the offending reptile back
Into his pocket together with this handkerchief, three china marbles, and a
lump of chewing gum, and stalked, disi
dainfully away.
Still, If Uncle Jack liked that sort
of a girl all right There was no
accounting for tastes.
...mpink-cheeke- d

lady-finger-

pink-cheeke-

wound or kill only a few people before he were stopped. Yet we permit
t'.e well dressed gentleman or lady,
jJucated and apparently refined, to
electorate upon the streets,
we know, absolutely know,
11 at their sputa
might and probably
v ill, cause hundreds of thousands ot
ttuatliH.
Such unfortunates are In
'
finitely more dangerous to the welfare of mankind than the poor madman who runs amuck, and Is shot
down as a beast.
If we fiaht the creat white nlasnie.
it must be through the means given
to us by science. We know the
cause. AVe know how to stamp !t
out Stringent laws concerning expectoration and the disposal of excreta should be passed by every lawmaking body In the world, and the
people made to save themselves from
the terrible, frightful punishment In- vmv

il IV. LIU UJJVU

vu.wi.u0
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berculosis, the grewsome right hand
of death. From The Kingdom of
Dust," by J. Gordon Ogden in the
October Popular Mechanics Magazine.

IMPORTANT

DISiuVtHi

NEAR SANTA FE
EXCAVATION

IN

ANCIENT CITY

OF AMOXOUMQUA REVEALS
HISTORIC FACTS.
M., Sept. 19; F. W.
Hodge, chief of the Bureau of Amer-

Santa Fe, N.

ican Ethnology, and Director Edgar
L Hewett ot the School of American
reArchaeology at Santa
ported Important discoveries in thlr
excavation of the Varge and historic
city of Amoxiumqua, on the Jemez
plateau. The city was destroyed by
.the Navajo Indians in 1622. Besides
larfce quantities of museum materiaL
pottery, stone and implements, the
most important discovery was 21
Venetian beads in a grave that was
exhumed. The ancient city Is 1,500
feet above the canyon bed and
Within sight of the Jemez mission
church which is 15? years older than
the oldest mission church in CaliforFe,-toda-

nia.
Territorial Traveling Auditor and
Mrs. John Joerns are the parents of z.
fcaby girl born this morning In their
liome in Santa Fe. Mr. Joerns was
formerly clerk of the court for the
Fourth judicial district with head'
(quarters in Las Vegas. He and Mrs.
Joerns have many friends here.
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NEW YORK MONEY
!all money
York, Sept 19.
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steady
per cent; prime paper
Mexican Dollars 45.
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Belshazzar, despairing at last of cap- PREPARE FOR DROUTH
turing the mole, cocked an ear inquiringly at each of his audience In turn,
nd, neither offering further dlvertlse-ment- ,
curled himself up comfortably
Atbetween Billy's feet and went to sleep. Farmer Must Pay Particular
Billy cogitated further. Uncle Jack
tention to Soil and Crop.
had openly evinced a pronounced fondness for the society of Bessie's aunt
and now when by all precedent he
ihould have been playing golf with Perhaps Most Important Consideration In Connection With Moisture
her, he was sitting on the garden steps
Conservation Is Plowing
taring gloomily at nothing.
, For this state of affairs there could
Use Disk and Harrow.
s
be but one plausible explanation.
aunt had deceived Uncle Jack,
PATTERSON, MonUns Exsven as Bessie had deceived him. Girls (By H. F. periment
Station.)
were all alike.
It Is not possible for anyone to
Then suddenly he rememberd hav- foretell the season and It if not the
ing seen her whizzing down the ave- purpose of this article to trVit0 Pre"
nue earlier In the day in Mr. Standiet the amount of rainfall during the
hope's auto, with Mr. Stanhope at the coming spring and summer months.
teerlng wheel. That luckless Individ- The season of 1910 was very dry In
ual had once patronizingly addressed
nearly all parts of the United States;
him as "my little man," and Billy deprevious to 1910 we had a number of
tested him accordingly.
very wet years. A good many au"I'll punch him," reflected Billy thorities are of the opinion that the
aloud, vindictively.
wet and the dry seasons alternate.
"Who what?" asked Uncle Jack, It Is not the purpose of this article
startled.
to leave this impression, for the
"Mr. Stanhope," explained Billy. "I writer has not access to the precipisaw Bessie's aunt out riding with him
tation tables over a long enough peIn his auto."
riod. He does not know whether the
Uncle Jack stared. Then he laughed.
season will be dry or wet,
"Well you are an observant little coming
but," In the event that It Is dry, it is
beggar," be conceded 'admiringly. well to be prepared for it Then, If
"Though that Isn't the Toot of the It should turn off wet, the extra labor
difficulty, Billy Boy. Mr. Stanhope is would still bring one In good returns.
merely an accessory after the fact
himself against a dry
To
son particeps crimlnls, as" it were." seasonprotect
must pay particufarmer
the
This being too deep for Billy's com- lar attention to the method of handand
hs
It
opened ling the soil and to the crops that
prehension,
Ignored
up a new line of investigation. "What are
planted. It has been stated that
Is the matter, then?" he demanded
the equivalent of about seven inches
calmly.
of rainfall can be stored In the soil
"We quarreled," confessed Uncle
If
by proper methods of cultivation
Jack.
water Is saved and If
amount
of
this
"What about?" Billy's inquisitorial
then there is any rainfall during the
tune was recognized and feared on
growing season, one is quite sure to
by all the family.
the
Uncle Jack shrugged his shoulders. have good yields. If, however, and
"You can search me," he answered ex- soil Is not properly prepared
moisture has not been saved, and If
pressively. "I don't know what about. then it turns off
dry, there is nothThe fact remains that we did quarrel,
and now she won't speak to me, so I ing to do but to fail.
Perhaps the most" Important concan't tell her I'm sorry and ask her to
in connection with moissideration
make up."
is the plowing. The
ture
preservation
"Are you sorry?" demanded Billy.
as early in
"Oh, yes, I'm sorry all right," admit- land should be plowed
ted Uncle Jack with a rueful laugh. the spring as possible. It should be
a
"However, that don't mend matters plowed to good depth and the plow
with
any, so don't bother your curly head should be followed Immediately
about it, Billy Boy. You'll have trou- the disk and the harrow. The disk
will pack down the land, fill up the
bles of your own some day."
air
spaces, aid In decaying the orBes
Billy thought of the Inconstant
ganic matter, and the harrow will
sie and wisely remained silent
Belshazzar, waking, stretched him- place a dust mulch over the surface.
self lazily and wandered out of sight This dust mulch will act as a cover
around the corner of the house. Billy, and prevent the evaporation of moisIf ture.
absorbed in thought, followed.
Whether or not It will pay to seed
Uncle Jack really wanted to make up,
a
Incrop upon this newly plowed land
to
Bessie's
aunt
be
surely
ought
is difficult to say. In some instances
formed of the fact.
crop would give a
"I'll go tell her," decided Billy a
yield 'and in many instances It would
sagely.
Behold then presently Billy trudging not. In order to be on the safe side
sturdily up the street with Belshaz- It Is suggested that the land should
zar tagging happily at his heels. When be summer fallowed the first season
he had turned the" first corner he and seeded the next fall or the next
By summer fallowing is
spied Bessie's aunt, book in hand, com- spring.
cultifortably ensconced In a, hammock in meant that the land should be
the shelter of a tiny summer house. vated or harrowed after each rait,
Making their way directly across the throughout the summer. A good way
lawn, Billy and Belshazzar appeared to tell whether the land needs to be
before her with disconcerting sud- harrowed or not is to study the physical condition of the surface soli. If
denness.
"Why how do you do, Billy Boy?" a crust has been formed do not delay
said Bessie's aunt a little uncertainly. the harrowing. If a large number of
It was hard to presage what a visit weeds have germinated and are growfrom Billy might portend.
ing, the quicker the land is harrowed
"How do you do?" responded Billy the better. The object of this sumwith owl-lik-e
gravity; then wrinkling mer fallowing Is to prevent the
his forehead thoughtfully, he regarded evaporation of moisture.
her with unwinking gaze for an appreThe second consideration that
ciable space of time.
means success or failure in a dry re"I don't think you're pretty," he gion is the crop that is grown. Crops
stated at last judicially.
that are ' especially well adapted to
Bessie's aunt laughed dellclously.
the dry land areas should be used.
"To tell the truth, Billy," she admit- The
varieties seem to
ted confidentially, "I don't think so give the best results. There are both
either."
winter and spring varieties of quick"But I guess my Uncle Jack does," ly maturing grains. The Turkey Red
continued
Billy, whereat BeBsie's wheat seems to be very desirable for
aunt forgot to laugh and blushed In- fall seeding. The seed should be
stead. "And he don't know what you sown quite early in the fall. This
and him quarreled about," went on will
give opportunity for a good root
Billy gravely, "but he's sorry anyway, development. Then again, the fall
and it wasn't about Mr. Stanhope, besowing permits the grain to start
cause he says Mr. Stanhope is a non
very
early the nxt spring. Because
non something that I forget, but If I of these
characteristics Turkey Red
was Uncle Jack I'd punch him," said
wheat will mature before the dry
his
fists
Billy, doubling up
belligerentweather of July and August. If one
ly. "Anyway, I think Uncle Jack is is to sow a spring-growcrop he
lots nicer than Mr. Stanhope," he should also secure a
variety that will
added.
in as short a time as possible
"So do I," admitted Bessie's aunt mature
one
that nas a hardy root
and
after thoughtful consideration. "And
characteristics will
These
growth.
did you say he was sorry?" she asked.
tide the plant over a dry spell and
Billy nodded emphatically.
"Well if he's sorry" Bessie's no doubt will mature a crop.
Too much emphasis cannot be
aunt was visibly lmpresesd.
of handling
"Why there's Uncle Jack nowl" an- placed upon the method
nounced Billy, pointing an accusing the land and in choosing the varie"Uncle Jack! Uncle Jack!" ties of grain that are used.
finger.
he called shrilly.
Humus In Orchard Soli.
Uncle Jack turned his head, but it
The humus loosens the soil particles
was not at Billy that he looked. He
must have read forgiveness in the which In turn Increases its water caglance of Bessie's aunt for a moment pacity. The humus Is essential for
the growth 'of the beneficial bacteria
later he was crossing the lawn.
"I'm afraid my small nephew has in the soil. One of the most important
been disturbing you," he apologized, parts that a cover crop plays Is its
picking up the book that Bessie's aunt ability to change chemically the comhad conveniently dropped, and careful- pounds of the soil and put them In an
available form for the trees. The
ly restoring It to her.
"Not in the least," smiled Bessie's clover crop gathers, digests and turns
aunt "We've been exchanging confi- over to the trees the plant food which
dences on oh, lots of personal mat- It has stored.
ters." She hunted diligently for the
Nitrate of Soda for Vegetables.
place she had lost when she dropped
the book. "He says you are sorry."
Lay in a supply of nitrate of soda
"I am abjectly repentant," he as- for use on the early vegetables to
sured her gravely.
stimulate them. Its use Is indicated
Bessie appeared,
for beans, pease, radishes, onions and
adorably dimpled, demure. At sight lettuce. ' Give it in solution, one
of Billy she chewed reflectively on ounce to two gallons of water, applied
one chubby finger and smiled at him half a pint to a plant If large or a
Ingenuously.
foot ot row. If small, applied in a drill
"Leth go "eee my white rabbith, made along the rows, and covered
Billy," she cooed alluringly.
With dry soli for a mulch.
Billy went
Cultivating the Soil.
Voice of Bitter Experience.
tbe surface of the soli as loose
Keep
man
A
killed
himself the
Biggs
and fine as possible and the soil will
other day with a safety razor.
not lose moisture by evaporation. A
Griggs Gee, it's a wonder It was
good hoeing is often beneficial as
harp enough.
a good rain in dry weather. ; ;
Bes-ile'-
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TODAY'S MARKETS
NEW

YORK

STOCK

,

EXCHANGE

New York. Sept 19. Foreign, Influences were largely responsible
for the unsettlement of the stock
market today. Tne increase In the
German bank rate of discount of 5
per cent, although it had been forecasted, served to emphasize the disturbed conditions abroad and presented the posiblity ot an Increase in
the Bank of England's rate this week.
The unfavorable effect on the Berlin market of the change in the German rate was accentuated by serious
disturbances in Spain and Austria.
The copper stocks were singled out
for pressure and Amalgamated Copper and American Smelting declined
over a point. Other stocks also displayed heaviness at Intervals but the
Indications of support manifested after the early weakness depressed selling and recovered somewhat before
midday. Western Union gained a
point. Bonds were steady.
The market did not vary much between 12 and 1 o'clock aside from a
further decline In Canadian Pacific
to near 224. London sales footed up
'
shares.
15,000
Weakness on the copper group
and several specialties was Ignored
by railroad stocks, which neld firm
at the midday prices. Business was
in smaller volume than for many
weeks past. The market closed weak.
CHICAGO

lights $6.606.95. Market
Sheep Receipts 12,000.
lambs
J.
75;
Muttons
$3.00
steady.
and
$4.60 6.00;
range wethers"
yearlings $3.254.50; - range ewes
$2.6003.73.

BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, Sept. 19. Scantiness of
receipts from the Northwest gave the
wheat market today a firm tone.
The opening was the same as last
up. December started
night to
adat 95 to 95, unchanged to
and rallied to
vance, touched 95
'
95.
Corn, sagged, owing to the favorable weather. December opened a
shade lower to a like amount up at
and
to
sold at 64
64;
declined to 6464.
Oats showed firmness In sympathy
with wheat. December started a sixto
teenth to
higher at 45
45
and steadied at 45. Weakness
in the hog market carried down provisions. First sales were 5 to 7
cents lower with January
delivery
and
lard
to
for
$8.95
$8.928.95
$8.00 for ribs.
There was no business in pork.
Wheat, Sept. 92; Dec. 95.
Corn, Sept 67 ; Dec. 64.
Oata, Sept. 42; Dec.
Pork, Oct. $9.20; Deo. $8.87.
Lard, Oct. $9.20; Dec. $8.87.
.
Ribs, Oct. $8.42; Jan. $7.95.

64,

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St- Louis, Sept 19. Wool

Market
Territory and western
fine mediums 17

-

unchanged.
mediums
fine

1720;
1115.

'

,

TO VISIT ALL ARMY POSTS

Washington, Sept. 19. To become
with military
thoroughly familiar
conditions, Secretary of War Stimson
ct'
contemplates visums
ery army post In the country. He
and General Wood, chief of staff, and
Captain Frank R. McCoy of the gen-erstaff, will meet In Pittsburg
for their tour, which will inWhipple Barracks
clude
and Fort Huachucai Ariz., and San
Antonio, Tex., and probably Forts RiGeneral
ley and Lf nvenworth, Kan.
Wood and Secretary Stimson probably will tour the middle west, northwest and Pacific Coast before next

hibui;

Fort-Apac-

DIVES INTO CREEK
Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 19. Paul
Peck, the young Washington aviator,
fell eighty feet into a creek while
making an exhibition flight near this
city today. Peck was on what was
ESTATE PAYS SMALL TAX
t ohave been a flight over the city
Denver, Sept. 19. That the state
from a park. His back was slightly
a small revenuo
will derive only
Injured.
from the inheritance tax on the estate of the late Senator Gsorge W.
REQUIEM MASS FOR CARTER.
is indicated by the investigaWashington, Sept. 19. With not- Swink
of
Assistant Attorney General
tion
of
preswalks
life
able folk in many
The Swlnk
Mothersill.
W.
ent a solemn high mass of requiem George
at
but
$700,000,
estimated
Is
estate
was celebrated at St Pauls Roman
Catholic church today for the late Mothersill states that a large part of
canformer Senator Carter of Montana, it Is in speculative values, which
whe died at his home here suddenly not be determined, while much of
the remainder will be exempt.
on Sunday.
AVIATOR

suir-mer-

Ease

CHASe LEWIS
TAILOR FOR MEN
s

Stylish 2nd

Everything Made at Home.

Up-to-da-

te

Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
WILL DOLL BUILDING

603 LINCOLN

RETAIL PRICES- 2flOO lbs. or More,

20c
25c
30c
40c
50c

Each Delivery

1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs. to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
'
Each Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

per 10f Ibe.
per 100 lbs
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.
per 100 lbs.

AG U A PUR A COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Famous

4o.

CHICAGO

Chicago,

(

LIVE

Sept.

STOCK.
19.

battle

.R-

Market weak to shade
Beeves $4.908.15; Texas
lower.
steers $4.506.30;' western steers
$4.107.O0; stockers and feeders
$3.005.80; cows and heifers $2.25
6.30; calves $6.009.50.
Market
14,000.
Hogs Receipts
weak to 5 cents lower. Lights $6.75
7.25; mixed $6.557.27; heavy
rough
$6.506.70;
?6.507.20;
good to choice heavy $6.707.20;
pigs $4. 40 6. 80; bulk of sales $6.75
7.10.
Market
Sheep 'Reeclpts 5,qp0.,
Natives
weak to 10 cents lower.
$2.254.25; western $2.504.25;
yearlings $3.704.50; lambs, native
$4.006.15; western $4'.256.25.
eceipts 7,500.

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK.
.Sept. 19. Cattle-Ra-cei-

.Kansas City,

pts

14,000, including 800 southerns.
Native
Market steady to strong.
steers $5.OO8.00; southern steers
cows and
southern
$4 .00 5. 70;
heifers $2.754.50; native cows and
heifers' $2. 50 7. 00; stockers and
feeders $3.256.00; bulls $3.00
4.25; calves $4.507.75; western
steers $4.507.50; western cows

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to IS In.

ALWYN
Sizes 12 toI9&In.
Front 2Mn.
Back IJ4 In.

Front2I4In.
Back 15 In

I8KIN.
Front IX In.
I
Back A In.
TO

ANGOLA
Sizes MX to I84In.
Front In.
Back h In.

--

(JBtCUr

III Trinidad-L-

N. M.

Animas

as

pH

County Fair
Trinidad, Colo., Sept.

26-2- 9,

Tickets on sale September 25, 26, 27,

Final return limit September 30thi
Fare for the round trip

Receipts 12,000. Market 5
cents lower. Bulk of sales
heavy
$6.656.80;
$7.707.90
$6.707.00;
packers and butchers

D.

Hogs

to

ALTMORE
IZES

Victor Brand Waterproof Collars and Cuffs; Llthold Brand Waterproof Collars and Cuffs; National Brand Waterproof Collars a.d
v
Cuffs. All styles,
Las Vegas,
Distributors

$2.754.75.
10

1911

1911.

1911.

'

L Batchelor,

$6.30

Agent

"The Most UpsTosDate House In Town."

Bacharach Brothers Say:
That's the Word We Want
on Everybody's Mind-- on Everybody's Lips and on
Everybody's Back Who Wears our Clothes

plnked-cheeke-

Bacharach's Clothes Must Satisfy
Ladies' Suits $17.50 to $40.00
Boy's Suits $2.50 to $8.00
Men's Suits-- $ 10.00 to $35.00

Bacharachs and Their Clothes
Opposite Castaneda Hotel

'

-

,

-

I

.
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Prescriplionist

PERSONALS
Colonel

R. K, Twltchell was In
Santa Fe Monday on a business trip.
Attorney Charles A. Spless left last

The man who doei the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knowt how
nd why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for
moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store Is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

FITZ1IM0NS
HONORED

IS
BY .

FARMERS

tos brightly . illuminated
Iresent.
The special committee on nutomo-bilefor the entertainment If "the
visitors has also provided machines
to carry the delegates to their rooms
from the depot. In fact everybody
is helping' in an effort to make the
first state republican convention
grander than any past or future political gathering in New Mexico.

19,

FIVE

1911.

a

New, Fall Tailored

Suits

IS HAND DECORATED AND BEARS THE NAME OF

night or Santa Fe" on a business
trip.
Y
. .
T
r v
We have received a fine line
u. ui.r .ucueace
oi v
jn. m., ar
of
Misses' and Women's Tailorrived yesterday afternoon on a busi PEOPLE
PREOF MISHAWArvA
'
ness trip.
ed
Suits in all the leading shades
SENT Y. M. C. A. SECRETARY
Dr. W. T. Brown came in from the
and
models
WITH HANDSOME GIFT.
the Valmora sanitarium on the afand
ternoon train.
M. C. de Baca arrived last
Sunday after the church, services in
night
from his home in Fort Sumner, N. the, Mishawaka school house which
were conducted by Secretary George
M. on business.
Dr. M. F. Des Marias will go to- Fitzslmmons, of the Las Vegas Y. M.
morrow to Wagon Mound to attend C. A., the Sunday school and church
the bean feast.
presented him with a handsome pair
H. M. Fitz of the Harvey syBtem of filigree cuff buttons as a mark of MAROONS FORM NUCLEUS
FOR
We will be pleased to show you.
arrived this afternoon from hts home appreciation of his assistance during
AGGREGATION
the past two years in the church
in Albuquerque,
THAT WILL TOUR WEST
Ben Strickfadden
went this after- work In the mesa settlement. This
noon to Wagon Mound to attend the was Mr. Fitzslmmons' last appearLast night at a meeting of some
ance before the big haartcd farmers
Mora county fair.
of the
it was decided to
Mrs. J. M. Russell left this after- and all made the most ot the occathe will-b- e
famous Royal
organize
noon for Hutchinson, Kan., where she sion, families from ten miles around Beellners from New Mexico.
With
flocked to the little school to listen
will visit the state fair.
head and
at
Wicks
their
"BIngor"
Mrs. A. B. Staunton and her chil- to the man who had done so much to star ball
players in the lineup the Bridge Street Phone Main 101
dren left last night for a visit with help the church work of the dry team will make a tour of New Mexfarmers.
friends in Trinidad.
ico and Arizona and finally
reach
In the morning Mr. Fitzslmmons
M. M. Sundt, the contractor,
recoast where it expects to bump
the
turned this Afternoon from a business held Sunday school and church ser pj against some of the Pacific coast
vices and in the afternoon for the
trip of several days in southeastern
A large number
amusement and instruction of all league crack teams.
Arizona.
of baseball stars from all over the
gave an account of the
Secundino Romero and Charles W. present
state have signified the intention of
G. Ward will go tomorrow to Wagon trip of the Boy Scouts to Santa Fe
the slugging Beellners and
joining
Mound to eat frijoles at the bean last spring and of the plans and Wicks feels sure that he can clean
NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
work
All
of
the hoys for the future.
jubilee and barbecue.
anything in the southwest.
up
women
the
lunches
CITIZENS
brought picnic
Captain W. B. Brunton arrived this
It Is their present intention to play
and
made
one
of
recreation
the
'day
afternoon from Shoemaker
on a
a series of games at the New Mexico
short business trip and will return as well as of worship.
We arc located at 523
For the past two years Mr. Fitz- fair at Albuquerque and then Journey
home tonight or tomorrow.
at
celebration
statehood
to
down
the
Sixth Street.
of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Berger arrived slmmons has had charge
El Paso and take a crack at the $1,000
he
church
and
at
work
'
Mishawaka,
We want your business
yesterday aft(rnoon in their Overprize there. Before attempting these
land touring car on their way from has become endeared to the people feats however they will made a tour
and will SUIT you or
of that place. The presentation of
Denver to Albuguerque. They will
team
meet
will
and
state
this
of
any
the gift was made by E. S. Crooks,
"bust a hame-strintryleave for the south tomorrow
or
is willing to try them. A glance
that
in
a
the
who
words
few
expressed
'".
Thursday.
ing.
sentiments of the entire congrega- at the lineup will soon convince one
X Gordon
Smith, editor of the tion as far as words would go.
of the quality of the Beellners. There
Let us hear from you.
Wagon Mound Pantagraph, was here
"Chief e
On the way to Mishawaka Secre will be the two Smiths,
iyesterday boosting for the Wagon
encountered a Lockhart, "Binger" Wicks, Bill
Fitzslmmons
Mound fair and bean jubilee which tary
Nelson, Donovan of the fa- 1 The Parisian Dry Cleaners
farmer and his son on their way
will be held today, Wednesday and
home from Las Vegas whose team mous Dawson crew and late of the
Thursday.
had run away. The father had been Grays, Ross Salazar, the Southern
Mrs. X Fred Anton and her moththrown from the wagon and It was League beauty, Fisher, and several
er, Mrs. T. W. Hayward, arrived In first
thought his leg was broken. Mr. others from the star teams of New
Las Vegas last night after an extend
Fitzslmmons administered! Srst aid Mexico.
ed visit' with relatives on the Pacific
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
This will give the team two good
treatment and found after an examincoast Mr. Anton met them at
"Brother"
and
Nelson
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
ation that no bones were broken, but catchers,
Needles and accompanied them home,
that the farmer was onlv badly Smith, three twirlers, Lockhart,
Building job Woik a Specialty.
Misses True and Sloan and Mrs.
bruised. He took the man in a buggy Smfth and Barngrover; two good Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic.
K. Patterson arrived from Santa Fe
to his home, which was three miles men at the initial sack, Salazar at
this afternoon to attend the W. C. T. from the
place of the accident and second, Wicks at short, Fisher at
U. convention being held in Las Ve- miles from Las Vegas, where third and Donovan, Smith and two Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that
eight
gs. Tftey weer accompanied on tneir ihe helped the wife to put him to bed. other stars whose names will be anContain Mercury
trip by. several Indians interested in He found Monday
on his trip to nounced la several, days, will cover as mercury will surely destroy the
sense
of smell and completely derange
lue WOFK.
town that the man, though still con- the three gardens. More details will the whole
system when entering it
Manuel Rorrego, a leading citizen fined to
bed, was Improving rapdly. be given in the near future when fin- through the mucous surfaces. Such
of Chacon, a small village north of
al arrangements have been made. articles should never be used except
from reputable physiMora, was in Las Vegas yesterday
The first games will be played at Al- on prescriptions
cians, as the damage they will do is
Satpurchasing supplies. Mr. Borrego
on
the coming Friday,
buquerque
ten fold to the good you can possibly
lives in one of the best agricultural STATE CONVENTION
Hall's Catarrh
"Binger Wicks derive from them.
urday and Sunday.
sections of the Mora valley. He says
the Cure, manufactured by P. J. Cheney
says that he will bring
Toledo, O., contains no mercrops are excellent this year.
team to Las Vegas in the spring to & Co.,and
Is taken internally, acting
cury,
C. B. McConahy, operator for the
represent the Meadow City during the directly upon the blood and mucous
Western Union Telegraph company,
In buying
summer ot 1912.
surfaces of the system.
for the past four months, left early VARIOUS COMMITTEES
MEETING
The manager of the organization Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure you get
It is taken internally
this morning .for Denver, where he
WITH SUCCESS;
also says that the wrestling match the genuine.
DELEGATES
and made in Toledo, Ohio, by P. J.
will be employed in the same capa
Charles
Duffy
himself
and
between
TO BE ROYALLY GREETED
Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
city for the Colorado Fuel and Iron
will not take place tomorrow night
Sold by Druggists. Price, 7&c per
company of that city.
as formerly expected but will be bottle.
vvita the assistance
of
Take Hall's Family Pills for Consti
every postponed until the following week.
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO
pation.
good citizen in Las- Vegas the ar
Common Colds Must ce laxen
rangements for the state republican CASCARETS CLEANSE
Seriously
Us convention are rounding Into shape
Their Unceasing Work Keeps
LIVER AND BOWELS For unless cured they sap the vitality
and
the committees in charge have
and lower the vital resistance to moreStrong and Healthy
met with nothing but success in No
serious infection. Protect your ennBiliousness, Headache, Sick, Sour dren
and yourself by the prompt use
All th clood in the body passes their efforts to arrange to show the
Stomach, Indigestion, Coateld
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
througu tiie kidneys once every three delegates and visitors in Las Vegas
Tongue or Constipation.
and not Its quick and decisive results.
minutes. The kidneys filter the blood. on September 28, 29 and 30 that this
For coughs, colds, croup, whooping
They work night and day. When is the right town in the state In which
Furred Tongue, Bad Taste, Indiges- cough, bronchitis and affections of the
ana lungs it is an ever
to
hold
BOO
kinds.
conventions
about
remove
of
all
grains
healthy they
tion, Sallow Skin and Miserable throat, chest
O. G.
That Las Vegas can provide am Headaches come from a torpid liver rsftdv and valuable remedy. Co.
of impure matter daily, when unhealBed Cross Drug
and
Schaefer
thy some part of this impure matter ple rooms for the entertainment of and clogged bowels, which cause
Is left in the blood. This brings on the convention visitors and delegates your stomach to become filled with
is assured. The hotel committee has
many dia eases and symptoms pain
undigested food, which sours and
received a number of names of peo- ferments like garbage in a swill bar
nervousness,
In the back, headache,
who will take visitors in to their rel. That's the first step to untold
hot, dry akin, rheumatism, gout, gra- ple
homes
and
during the convention and in misery indigestion, foul gases, bad
Capital Paid in
vel, disorders of the eyesight
a
or
two
a
canvass
more
for
day
mental
fears,
heart,
skin,
breath, yellow
hearing, dizziness, irregular
rooms will be made.
With the everthing that is horrible and nausedebility, drowsiness, dropsy, deposits
in the urine, etc. But if you keep the hotels of Las Vegas and the rooms ating, A Cascaret tonight will give
oC'Oi
filters right you will have no trouble. listed the people who come here for you a thorough cleansing Inside and
the convention need not worry about sraighten you out by morning, They
O. L. Gregory, 214 Grand avenue, E.
box
"Doan's procuring accommodations. The citi- work while you sleep a
Las Vegas, N. M., aays:
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
zens and the hotel committees will from your druggist will keepl you
Center
at
the
procured
Pills,
Kidney
PRANK SPRINCiER, Vice President
have it all arranged for them.
Millions
feeling good for months.
Block Pharmacy, have been used In
The
finance
cana
Cascaret
women
committee In Its
take
of men and
my family with satisfactory results. I
vass has received numerous dona- now and then to keep their stomach,
can cheerfully recommend this prepa
tions and the citizens of the city liver and bowels regulated, and never
ration as one that Uvea tip to repre
have assisted In their usual open (know a miserable moment. Don't
sentations."
hearted manner to make the conven- forget the children their little in- For sale by all dealers. Price 50
tion a success.
sides need a good, gentle cleansing,
Co., Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
28
On
29
too.
and
Las
27,
September
United
New York, sole agents for the
Vegas- will be decked in her brightest
States.
dress. With the stores of
The weather today displayed every
Rsmsmher the name Doan's and holiday
the merchants decorated in, red, white sign of real fall.
Last night the
take no other.
and blue hunting, and flags with the thermometer dropped to 38 degrees
two new stars In the field of hlue, and this noon only went as high as
NEW YORK COTTON
the Meadow City will present a beau- 66. This morning people appeared
New York. Sept. 19. Cotton spot,
tiful sight never to be forgotten by on the street with overcoats on and
closed quiet, 10 points lower; mid
the visitors and delegates. At night went around blowing their hands and
dling nolands 1114; middling gulf the streets will be brilliantly lighted patting their ears to keep warm.
11. TO. No sales.
with thousands of electric lamps,
making Douglas avenue look like a
Foley's Honev and Tar Compound
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
great "white way.
Still retains Its high place aa the best
D. T. Hoskins and the entertain
ana
ail
congns
household remedy for
committee are busy making ar HORSES . TO PASTURE I have a
colds, either fof children or grown ment
lot of good alfalfa pasture on Mora
Prevents serious results from rangements for a grand automobile
a cold. Take only th genuine Foley's parade and those that saw the pa
road, 2.00 per month. Address
Honey and Tar Compound, and refuse geant during the encampment know
Harry C. Johnson, box 11, E. Las
nhatftntM. o. u. senseter ana neu
beautiful sight a hundred au
a
what
Vegas.
Co.
Cross Drag

NEW
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PICKARD
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or LENOX

KNOWN BY THE MARK
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TAUPERT
JEWELER and OPTICIAN

s!! bos

Prices That Villi

ORGANIZE

v

"

"o

MEXICO'S

BEELINERS

WINTERS DRUG CO.

OUR CHINA

i

tae

c-

Iwll- -

-

Talk

ft.l

;

t'O'.

ALL-STA-

',

Phone Main 3

STOMACH

Hoffman &
Graubarth

DISTRESS
IS ENDED FOREVER

No Dyspepsia, Heartburn, Gas or Indigestion in Five Minutes.
Take your sour,
stommaybe you call it Indiges-

achor

tion, Dyspepsia, Gastritis or Catarrh
of Stomach; it doesn't matter take
your stomach trouble right with you
to your Pharmacist and ask him to
case of Pape's Dla- open a
jepsln and let you eat one
Triangula and see If within five min
utes there Is left any trace of your
former misery.
The correct name for your trouble
is Food Fermentation food souring;
the Digestive organs become weak,
there is lack of gastric Juice; your
food is only half digested, and you
become affected with loss of appetite, pressure and fullness after eating,, vomiting, nausea, heartburn,
griping nl bowels, tenderness in the
pit of stomach, bad taste in mouth,
constipation, pain in limbs, sleepless'
ness, belching of gas, biliousness,
sick headache, nervousness, dizziness
or many other similar symptoms.
If your appetite Is fickle and notlv
lng tempts you, or you beich gas, or
if you feel bloated after eating, or
your food lies like a lump of lead on
your stomach, you can majce up your
mind that at the bottom of all this
there Is but one cause fermentation
of undigested food.
Prove to yourself In five mlnutas
that your stomach is as good as
any; that there is nothing really
wrong. Stop this fermentation ami
begin eating what you want without
fear of. discomfort or misery:
Almost instant relief is waiting for
you. It is merely a matter of how
soon you take a little Diapepsin.

r

FRIENDS

g"

St.

4.37;

dull

Tomorrow, September the
Twentieth for Business
' In opening we wish to assure each and every prospective
customer that their garments will be handled not in the
"Wash Tub Way" but in ".The New State Way" the way
that our experience in the largest cities in the United States
has taught us is the correct way. x
By installing the most modern and
power plant in New Mexico for this particular work, the
publio is insured the most sanitary, most odorless and the
cleanest work to be had as we use a strong deodorant and
disinfectant, the only cleaners in New Mexico giving this

advantage.

We specialize on ladies' garments,

Barn-grove-

r,

evening costumes,

skirts, all kinds, silk and lace waists, kid gloves, etc,
For men we clean evening and dinner suits, business
suits, overcoats, silk and piqtie vests, extra trousers, ties, etc.
. We solicit a share of your patronage and guarantee
isfactory results.

,

sat-

"The New State"
1

J

door east W. F. Express

Frank Revell,

PUNSJ1OTING

ST. LOUIS SPELTER
Louis, Sept. 19. Lead,
spelter, firm, 5.85.

We Open Our Doors to the Public

Cleaners and Tailors.

Hams For Sale
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams ate specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,
JT.

P. Van Houten

Co.

5hom&kor,

N. M.

'
EiELLY
fi GO
GROSS,

(Inooporatod)

GROCERS
HIDES antf PELTS

WHOLESALE
-

WOOL,

and Dealer In

.

The Cold Snap Is

Here
Take advantage of

our

Great Blanket Sale
Heavy Quality Velvet Finish
50c
65c value at
with
Heavy .Gray Blankets,
pink and blue borders, $3
$3.50 and $4.00 value.. $2.50
Post cards for the new year
25c
dozen
I
Lined
Fleece
Children's
Union Suits for boys and
girls, all sizes, quantity
limited, 40c, regular value 25c
exEvery item you buy here
you
entitles
cepting groceries
with every cash Dollar purchase
TO A FREE GRAB
Stock
Our Art Department
is all in. Holidays will be here
and that gift so easily made
with our goods will have to be
bought at the last minute at
big expense.. This line includes
BonRompers, Nightingales,
nets, Pillow Cover, Aprons,
Bibs and Laundry Bags.
A Ribbon special, all 15c,
20c and 25c yard, for this
10c
week at
DO NOT MISS OUR

FREE GRAB SALE

The

5c 10c

and

25c Store
Opposite Wells Fargo Office.

VEHICLES-S- tiir

BAIN WAGONS-RAC- INE

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M,
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado
.

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

7

I

10-ce-

'

LAS
4

D. T. HOSKINS. Cannier

iEOAS

Interest 'Paid on Time Deposits
YOUR. SAVINGS
' 'Take care of the pennies and the dollars willltake
care of themselves" is just as trite now asjever.l You
can't,' 'mind your savings" by tucking them awayin'some
'
obscure corner. What is needed is
I

A SAVINGS DANK
like this one. It's at your disposal to deposit either'dimes
e
or dollars. The savings habit leads on andup to the
of wealthdom. The habit grows!andthe'sensationis
a pleasing one.
pal-ac-

JAS

VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

J.I
61X

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

Eatray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
Fred valdei, Cimarron, N. M.
One bay colt, 700 lbs, 14
hands. ,
I""""!
Branded
On left shoulder
J
Said animal being unknown to uu
Board, unlesa claimed by owner oa or
before Oct. 5, 1911, said date being 10
daya after last appearance of tola, advertisement, aaid eatray will ba sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE 8ANTTART BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. Sept. 14, last pub. Sept 25, '11

SEPTEMBER

19,

1911.

AiJD CAFE

PRIMARY
REPUBLICAN
Estray Advertisement
TOE LOBBY
Notice la hereby given to whom it
A i Hiiiary cf the republican voters CALL FOR REPUBLICAN
may concern that the following de- of Precinct No. 23 of San Miguel
SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal waa taken up by county, Netf Mexico, la hereby called
STATE CONVENTION THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
John W. Dovidhlzar, East Las Vegas, to meet ai ;the City Hall in the City
N. M.
of Las Ye fas, New Mexico, at 8 o'One sorrel horse, f years clock in the
Whereas, pursuant to the provisions
evening of Friday, Sep
years old, 650 lbs., four foot four in tember
1911. tie object of aaid of the Enabling Act and the resolu
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
2?rd,
ches high.
tion . adlmtting New Mexico Into the
primary being to elect twenty-fiv- e
Branded
I
to the republican Sisterhood, of States, the governor of
On left hip
(25) delegates
el come to taa
brothers always
F.
Said animal being unknown to uus county convention of San Miguel New Mexico has issued his proclama- CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A..
O.
W.
Wood, eaoheTh
wigwam.'
A. M. Regular com
Board, unlesa claimed by owner on or county which will be held at the tion ordering an election to be held
'
on
David Flint, chief of records aat
Tuesday, November 7, 1911. for
muni cation first and
before Oct 5, 1911, aaid date being 10 court house of said county for the
of
the
the
to
last
ad
of
the
purpose
In
after
each
various
this
electing
appearance
collector oi wampum.
daya
third Thursday
purpose of selecting delegates
congressional, state, legislative, Judivertisement aaid estray will be' sold republican territorial convention.
month, visiting brothcial and county officers authorized by
ers cordially invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second aa
tr this Board for the benefit of the The said primary will also transact
come
the
constitution
to
heretofore
KATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER
when found.
cwner
business
other
proper
adopted
any
William H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Eatray Advertiaement
by the people of New Mexico; .
TISEMENT8
CATTLE SANITARY. BOARD.
before it.
Notice t hereby riven to whom it
Sporledar, Secretary.
month ar o. R. C. hall. VUiUng
Now, Therefore, pursuant to and
Five cents per Una each Insertion. may concern that the following deAll republican voters of aaid pre
Albuquerque, N. M
Brothers are cordially Invited. Q.
I
waa
scribed
taken
accordance
animal
with
in
a
to
2.
by
'11
up
resolutions adopt- LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
estray
Est mat a six ordinary words
1st pub. Sept 14, last pub. Sept 25,
clnct are earnestly urged to be pre
M.
f
H. Hunker, Lialted Ruler; D- - W.
ed
the
ComCentral
Una. No ad to occupy laaa apaca than Chas. W. Bennett; Moriarty, N.
by
Republican
ent.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR RgOne stallion horse, cream
New
Mexico
of
mittee
In convention
tw lines. All advartlaamanta charg colored. .3 to 5 years. 500 lbs., 12
Eatray Advertiaement
Condon, aecretarj
By order of the committee,,
ular conclave second Tuea-- 4
o
Notice' ia nereby given to whom 11
ed will ba bookad at apaca actually uanas
J. S. DUNCAN, Chairman asembled at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
each month at
la
on Tuesday, September 6. 1911, a call
to number of
Branded
F. O. E. Meeixuin and third Tuesmay concern that the following da
at, without ragard
Tempi at 7:80 p. m. C.
On
shoulder
by
token
was
ia hereby issued for the holding of the
up
In
animal
- Chas. Tamme.
right
scribed
Caah
advanca
Re
werda.
cpreferred.
estray
a.
"DEVIL"
OF
DAY
day eveiiiQfc cni.ii mouth, at FraCHRISTMAS
Branded
first republican state convention In corder.
W. P. Blevina, Lincoln, N. M.
On left hip
tiA
ternal BroUistruuuU nail.
Visiting
One black horse, 18 years,
.
I
i
CtA
ow uiimai
Printer's Lad, Waiting for Copy From the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
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SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTER I. The story opens In a
Confederate array at a critical
of toe Civil War. Gen. Lee
.Imparts to Captain Wayne a secret
message to Longatreet, upon the delivery
of which depend great Issues. Accompanied by Sergeant Craig, an old army
scout. Wayne starts out on his dangerous
mission.

t' nt of the

te

CHAPTER II. The two messengers
make a wild ride, dodging squads of
almost lose their bearings and finally are within the Unes of the enemy, having penetrated the cordon of pickets unmolested.

s.

CHAPTER III Encountering a small
arty of soldiers in the darkness, Wayne
taken for a federal officer who came
to keep an appointment. Is accepted as
Jits representative, and a young lady on
i

norseback la given In his charge.
CHAPTER IV. The female
f the two southern scouts is acompanion
northern
girl, who, when she becomes aware of
their army affiliations, slashes Wayne with
her riding whip and attempts to escape
out fails.

knowledge. She had come to us under
sired and In darkness, her, form enveloped In a cavalry cloak, her face
shrouded by the night As to whether she was young or old I had scarce
means of knowing, saving only that
the tone of her voice and. the graceful
manner of her riding made me confident that she had not lost the agility
of youth. But beyond this vague Impression (It was little more), and a
fleeting gleam of the starlight In her
eyes as she faced me in anger, J was
as totally unaware of how she really
looked as though we had never met
Her very name was unknown to me.
Who was this Major Brennan? Was
he father, brother or husband? and
was her name Brennan also? For
some reaann this last possibility was

(Continued from Yesterday)
"You are right," 1 Bald, tersely. "In
one sense of the word you are a prisoner, for the time being, at least, but
not through any wish of mine. We
do not make war on women, and your
being In this situation Is altogether an
accident However, be that as It may,
we must, first of all, protect ourselves.
I would very gladly leave you with
your friends, If possible, but as things
have shaped themselves there remains
but one alternative you must ride as
I order."
"You you are not Major Brennan's
friend thenT You were not sent by
Frank to meet me?" The questions
burst from her Hps so rapidly that
I scarcely caught their Import.
"I am Captain Phillip Wayne, th
Virginia cavalry, at your service,
madam," I said, calmly, "and to the
best of my knowledge I have not the
pleasure of Major Brennan's acquaint
ance."
She suddenly lifted the heavy riding whip that was clenched In hen
right band, struck me with It full,
across the face, and then, as I quick
ly flung up my own arm to ward oft;
a second blow, she sent the lash
swiriins down agon the flank of
horse. With one bound the maddened
animal wrenched the reins from out
my hands, nearly dragging me from,
the saddle, 'and swerving sharply to
the left There was a shock, a smothered oath, a moment's fierce struggle
In the darkness, the sharp ping of the
whip as It came down onoe, twice
then silence, broken only by deep
breathing.
"I've got her, captain," chuckled the
if I
sergeant, softly, 'b'ut
know what to do with her. '
There was small sentiment of mercy
In my heart as I drew up toward
them, for my cheek burned where the
lash had struck as though scorched
with fire; but when I saw her lean
Ing helplessly forward on her horse's
neck, all bravado gone, her hands pinioned behind her In the iron grasp
of the sergeant, my fierce resentment
died away within me.
"Let her hands go, Craig," I commanded, briefly.
She lifted her body slightly from its
cramped, uncomfortable posture, but
her head remained bowed.
"Madam," I spoke sternly, for moments were of value now "listen to
what I say. We are Confederate soldiers passing through the Federal
lines with dispatches. In order to
cave ourselves from discovery and
capture we were compelled to take
you in charge. It was the fortune of
war. If now we could honorably leave
you here we would most gladly do so,
for having you with us adds vastly to
our own danger; but these mountains
are simply overrun with wandering
guerrillas who would show you neither
respect nor mercy. We simply dare
not, as honorable men, leave you here
unprotected, and consequently you
must continue to ride In our company. Now answer me plainly, will
you proceed quietly, or shall we he
compelled to tie you to your horse?"
I knew she was crying; but with
an effort She succeeded In steadying
her voice sufficient to reply:
"I will go," she said.
"Thank you," and I gravely lifted
my hat as I spoke. "You have saved

nr

dog-gon- e

me a most unpleasant duty. You may
ride on, sergeant; this lady and I will
follow, as before."
She scarcely changed her posture
as I spurred forward, riding now. so
close to her side that I could feel the
against
flap of her saddle rise and fallshe
may
my knee. Whatever of evil
have thought of us, I felt that she
was sorry enough now for her hasty
yet
action, and I forgot the pain that well
etung me. and longed, without
knowing how, to tell her bo.
CHAPTER V.
A Disaster on the Road.
To me she was merely a woman
to.nro-tec- t,
whom It had become my duty
feelchivalrous
of
whatever
and
was
ing I may have held toward her
based unon noihin deeper ibaa this
.

fatrtnV.

I

Quickly Flung Up My Arm
Off a Second Blow.

repugnant to me.

te Ward

Yet I knew not

why.
"You ride as though born to

the

sad-

dle," I said pleasantly; and although
I spoke low, we were so close together that my voice carried distinctly
to her ears. "We have been
conceited to suppose that to
be an accomplishment peculiar to our
Southern women."
been accustomed to ride
since childhood," she replied rather
shortly, and I was conscious of a restraint in her manner far from pleasing. Yet I ventured upon one more
effort at conversation.
"Is Major Brennan an officer on
Sheridan's staff?"
"I was not aware" and I could not
mistake the accent of vindictiveness
were
In her voice "that prisoners
obliged to converse against their
will."
"I ask your pardon, I am sure," I
returned soberly. "But my question
was not altogether an idle one. I
have chanced to meet several of
General Sheridan's staff, and thought
possibly Major Brennan might have
been of their number. Seeing that
we must associate for a time, I nat
urally felt it would prove pleasanter
for both of us If we might discover
some mutual tie."
There was no response.
The road we were following here
took a sudden trend' downward, and
we could tell from the sharper ring
of the hoofs, and the spitting of flinty
sparks beneath us, that . we were
among rocks once more. Then our
horses suddenly splashed into water.
and I held them up long enough to
drink. I felt thirst strongly myself,
and slipping out of the saddle filled
my canteen.
"Would you care for a drink?" I
asked, stemming the stream to reach
her side, and holding the vessel with
in easy grasp of her hand.
I actually believe her first Impulse
was to refuse haughtily this proffered
civility from an enemy of her coun
try, .but the deep sense of need con
quered her to accept the offering. Another hill followed, and then another,
and finally we swept swiftly down a
long elope densely bordered by trees
and with irregular piles of rock
ugly heads on either hand. I
caught a swift glimpse' of a rough
log house on the rirht, so set back
among trees 'that I half doubted its
real existence, when there was a
slip, the crunching of a stone, a long
stumble forward that fairly wrenched
my hand loose from the woman's rein,
and then, hopelessly struggling to regain his feet, my horse went down
with a crash! head under, and I was
hurled heavily forward upon my face.
Craig, startled at the sudden crash behind him, spurred back to learn the
full extent of my disaster. By this
time I had regained my feet
"I'm all right I think, sergeant," I
said hastily, "but the sorrel has broken her neck."
He began to swear at our 111 luck,
but I stopped him with a gesture he
knew better than to ignore.
"Enough of that," I commanded,
sternly. "Bad fortune is seldom bettered by hard words. First of all,
help me to drag this dead body out of
suffl-clentl- y

oge. we experienced no dimculty In sending It crashing downward. The body plunged" through the
thick underbrush at the bottom of the
t ggre, where I knew It would be com
pletely hidden, even in the glare of
daylight from the spying eyes of any
troopers riding hard npon our track.
As we rapidly worked on this disa
greeable task, I thought and planned;
two horses and three riders on of
these a woman In need of protection
a dispatch to be delivered by day
light, at all hazards. It, was indeed
a difficult proposition, and I saw only
a single possible solution. One of our
number-mus- t
press on; two of us
must remain behind.
Which one?
what two? If I rode with the dis
patch (and how eagerly I longed to
do so!) and succeeded In bringing
Lee's message safe to Longatreet, it
meant much to me promotion, dis
tinction, honor: On the other hand,
u I remained behind, and Craig suc
cessfully carried out the duty which
had been especially Intrusted to me.
I should be fortunate indeed to escape
with a reprimand Instead of more serious consequences. If failure resulted, It meant certain and deserved disgrace. Yet I could absolutely trust
him with the dispatch; he was a soldier, and would faithfully perform a
soldier's duty. Mora, ha would carry
the message with even greater cer
tainty than I, for he knew the roads
much better, and I write th words
hesitatingly I could not trust him
"' t
there alone with the woman,
I glanced aside at him as I thus
turned the perplexing situation over
In my mind a tall, gaunt mountaineer, whose Bole discipline of mind and
body had been the army; hardened by
service until every muscle in his lean,
sinewy frame was like steel, a cavalryman who would follow his leader into
the very Jaws of hell, but whose mor-a'- s
were those of the camp, and
whore face revealed audacious deviltry nurli ns no man wojild care to see
In one to whom he intrusted the welfare of sister or wife.
'Scrpeant." I asked, flinging asido
the improvised brush, "how far do you
suppose we are from Longstreet's
pidiet line?"
"Ten miles at the very best, sir,"
he answered promptly, "an' I reckon
with anothfer Yankee outpost atween."
"With fair luck and good riding it
might be 'made by daylight?"
"I reckon as bow it might, captain,
If we only hed sum fresh hosses," he
said glumly; "but it's bin mighty hard
on mv nae: I've looked fer him to roll
over like yer sorrel did fer the las'
,

two niiie."
"Well, Craig, you shall have both
horses. Ride the woman's. It is the
fresher of the two; but you are to
get through if you kill them both and

then walk."
His face brightened, and he raised
his hand in salute.
"And you?" he asked, wonderlngly,
"I remain with the woman; there
Is no other way. Wait here a moment
while I speak with her."
I left him standing there, and moved
back to where she waited. As I came
up she faced me, and for the first time
(for the night had lightened somewhat) I could see her eyes and discern some faint outline of her face
where the night wind flung back the
upturned cape. It was a winsome
sight to soldier vision, but with a certain semblance of pride and reserve
labout it that caused a hesitancy in my
speech strange to me.
"Madam," I rested my hand upon
her horse's mane and looked at her
with a glance as proud as her own
"It might be as well for you to draw
the cape closer about your face at
present There are rough men In all
armies who would consider your
beauty a lawless prize. The life we
lead is not conducive to gentleness;
virtue Is not born in camps, and it
would be better not to provoke a danger which may be so easily avoided."
"You claimed, I believe, to be ao
officer and a gentleman," she said
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commander and report tc mm my po
tltion. Get a detail, lns!pt npon one,
and be back bore by
wttl
cut fail. That la all."
He saluted, wheeled about swum
lightly into saddle and rod off on
rapid trot grasping, as he passed
down the hill, the rein of bis own
mount and leading it lagging be
hind him, until the night swallowed
the figures, and even the sound of th
s
could ,be no longer heard
We were alone.
hoof-beat-

CHAPTER VI.
A Struggle In the Dark.
have seldom been mor deeply
embarrassed than at that moment I
knew not what to aay or bow best to
approach this young woman, tart M
strangely to my protection. The very
fact which I now realised, that she
was both young and fair, added tome
Indefinite burden and complicated the
delicate situation. I saw no safety
for us but in careful hiding until
g
Craig could return, a squad of
troopers at his back. To per,
mlt the girl to venture forward alone
through the desolat country w were
in, overrun as I knew it to be by irregular bands whose sol purpose was
plunder, and whose treatment of women had made my blood run cold as I
listened to its recital, was not to be
so much as thought of.
There was no help for It and but
on way out disagreeabla as that
might prove to my lady. She stood
there before me, motionless and silent
as a statue, exactly whsr she had
alighted when the sergeant took her
horse, and it seemed to me I could
plainly read righteous indignation fn
the indistinct outline of her figure and
the haughty pose of her head. To her
at that moment I was evidently a most
disagreeable and 'even hated companion, a "Rebel," the being of all others
she had been taught to despise,
of all she held sacred. "Could
any good thing come out of Nazareth ?"
"The time has come when it becomes my duty to look after your
comfort and safety," I said, striking
to disguise all
"Every moment we delay now merely
Increases the danger of our remaining
here."
"I imagine I might very easriy dispense with any further care on your
part."
Her reply nettled me, and I answerwhich she
ed with an earnestness
could neither ignore nor check: "Possibly you may think so, but if you do
it is merely because of your utter ignorance of the disorganized condition;
which prevail in these mountains.
Your pride is almost ridiculous under
all the circumstances. You have r.o
Just cause to feel that I am farcins
myself unnecessarily upon you. Our
being compelled to take you in charge
has proven as disastrous to us as to
you. Personally I can say that nol'v
leg will relieve me more than to 1 e
able to place you uninjured into the
care of your own people. I won't
willingly assume great risks to tl'.M
end. But while you remain here a:w;
in my care, I shall perform my lu'i
duty toward you as though you wen;
my own sister. Now please listen
me, and I assure you I shall er".!:
nothing for the mere purpose of alarming you, but simply that you may tetter comprehend the facts which mn:i
influence our present relationship.
have sent forward Sergeant Crnf?
with the message especially intrusted
to me for delivery, and thus, if it
falls to reach Its destination, I have
laid myself open to the charge of a
grave military crime. In doing tbir,
I have not only periled my own future,
1

hard-ridin-

i-

1

coldly.

,1 smiled, even as I felt the full
chill of her words, and my purpose
stiffened within me.
"Even as I yet claim, and trust to
be able to prove to your satisfaction,"
my eyes looked unfalteringly into
hers "but unfortunately, I have one
1
with me tonight who is neither.
would that he were for my own Bake,
However, madam, let that pass. The
fact is here, and we have no time to
argue or quarrel. I have already told
you that we ride with dispatches for
Longatreet. These must, go forward
at all hazards, for thousands of human- lives depend upon them; yet I
dare not leave you here alone and unprotected to the mercies of the
wolves who haunt these hills."
"You are exceedingly kind."
The tone in which she spoke was
most sarcastic.
"I thank you for your approbation,"
and I bowed again; "but I venture to
tell you this merely because I have
already fully determined to dispatch
the sergeant forward with the message, and remain behind myself to
render you every protection possible."
"Very well, sir; I simply yield to
what I am powerless to avoid, and
will obey your orders however distasteful they may be. What is your
first command?"
,
"That you dismount The sergeant
must ride your horse, as he Is the
more fit of the two."
Greatly to my surprise and reliel
she placed her gauntleted hand In
mine, and, without so much as a word
of protest permitted me to swing her
lightly from the saddle to the ground.
"Craig," I called, "come here.
"You know your work," I said to
him briefly. "And now the soonei
you are at it the better. Ride this
sight"
On one side of us the bank fell away horse and lead your own. As soon as
with such precipitancy that when we you deliver Lee's message at head
once succeeded In draggipg our load ayrtrs. .hunt uo the cavalry brigade

"Let Me

Go

With You."

but the lives of my comrades and the
faith of my commander. Yet I have

deliberately chosen to do so because
I feel the Impossibility of leaving you
here unprotected, and because I was
unwilling to trust you alone with my
I dare not permit you to
companion.
traverse these roads alone. The mountains all about us, deserted as the?
now appear, are filled with wandering
bands of desperate and hunted men
whose tenderest mercy is death. Any
rock may be the hiding place of an
outlaw, any dark ravine the rende
vous of as wild a gang as ever murdered for plunder."
"But the Sergeant said there was a
Federal picket post at the crossing oi
the White Briar."
Her voice trembled as she spoke.
"He merely supposed there would
be; but even If it were true, we have
no positive means of knowing that the
men stationed there would be of the
Doubtless those
regular service.
thieving, murdering bands such as
that headed by Red Lowrie, of whom
you may have heard are sufficiently
organized to keep patrols posted, and
may, Indeed, be utilized at times by
both armies for that purpose- Were
-
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aa to go to tsem

you might "be simply walking into a den of wolves."
"But could you not go with me?"
I smiled at the natv innocence oi
her query. ,
t,"I wish you to feel that I have
never thought so much about my own
danger as about yours," I returned
quietly. "But would it be a pleasure
van to you to behold me swinging
from the limb of a tree, hung as a
spy without trial, merely because 1
ventured to walk with you into a Federal camp?"
I could see her eyes sow resting
full upon me, and much of the hard
ness and doqbt seemed to have .one
out of them' as she scanned my uncovered features In the dim light 1
scarcely think I was ever considered
a handsome man even by my friends,
but I was young then, frank of face.
with that about m which easily in
spired confidence, and it did me good
to note how her eyes softened, and to
mark the perceptible tremor in hei
voloe as she cried impulsively:
"Oh. no! Not thatl"
"Your words yield m new heart" I
replied fervently, determined, now
that ice was partially broken, to permit no excuse for its again forming.
"for if you but one fully realise our
situation you win certainly feel that
I am merely endeavoring to perform
. u,
my plain duty" ...
T will
Vmv a fk envtt.
.imi
able, sir," she said, "and shall endeavor to adapt myself to the require
ments of my unfortunate situation.
May I venture to inquire what you
now propose to do?"
To the right of wner w stood the
ground sloped rapidly downward un
til the dense darkness at the foot of
the steep defile shrouded everything
from view. The descent appeared
rocky and impracticable, and I could
distinguish the sound of rapid water
far below. On the opposite side stood
a dense wood, the outer fringe of
trees overhanging the road, and
through the waving leaves the moon
light checkered the ground with sli
ver, while the dense mass beyond
seemed to flow back up the steep side
of the mountain, thick with under
brush. Just below us, and possibly
fifty feet from th highway, I could
log cabin,
perceive a small ce-storas silent, gloomy, and deserted to all
outward appearance as were the som
ber woods of which It formed a part
"There seems small choice," I said,
speaking as cheerfully as possible.
"But I propose to Investigate the log
hut yonder, and learn If it may not
ifford some degree of shelter. If you
ivill rest here, in the shadow of these
Tees, I will soon discover whether it
las Inmates or not"
She followed me In silence across
:he road to the spot designated, but as
'
turned to leave her seated upon the
crass, and well protected from prying
syes, she hurried quickly after me,
ind In her agitation so far forgot her-e- lf
as to touch my sleeve with her
land.
"Oh, please do not leave me hero
ilone. I am not naturally timid, yet
tverything is so gloomy I cannot stand
it Let me go with you, if you must
y

ro!"

"Most assuredly you shall If you
I returned heartily.
There appeared before us a dim,
path leading In among the
trees, and following Its erratic curves
we were soon before the cabin, which
grew even more uninviting as we
drew near. As I paused a moment before the closed door, in order that I
might listen for any possible sound
within, I could hear her quick breathing, as though the terror of the moment had driven all else from her
latch yielded
mind. The wooden
readily enough to my pressure, and
pushing wide open the door, which
creaked slightly upon its rusty hinges,
I stepped across the puncheon threshold onto the hard earthen floor. There
was no window visible, and the slight
reflection of moonlight which crept
In through the doorway scarcely revealed the nature of that dark interior. I could dimly perceive what I believed to be a table directly in front of
me, while certain other indistinct and
ill defined shadows might be chairs
pushed back agalnBt the wall. At least
Uhls room was without occupants; yet
it was with every sense alert that I
entered, pressing slowly past the table
toward where I felt the fireplace
would naturally be, knowing that my
companion was yet with me, her hand
clutching my arm.
"Oh!" she cried sharply in terror,
"what was that?"
It was something certainly a deadened, muffled, shuffling sound directly
In our front followed by a strange
noise of scraping, as If with a dull
knife on wood.
"Walt here," I said sternly. "Probably it is nothing more dangerous
than a rat."
I felt my way carefully around the
table, a revolver ready in my hand.
There was nothing to be found there
nothing, indeed, in the room; for
from my new position I could look
backward and distinguish In the moonlight the details of that simple,
I ran my hands
squalid interior.
along the rough logs of the further
wall. Ay! here' was a break, doubtless a door; and groping along the
crack I found the latch.
There was no longer any noise)
audible, and I drew the door inward,
sever dreaming of danger. Suddenly,
with a fierce, wild spring out of the
dark, a huge body hurled itself directly at my throat striking with such
headlong impetus'' that I went back;
ward as if shot crashing against the
table, then to the floor, dropping .my
weapon as I fell. There was no noise,
no sound, while for an instant, with
strength of sheer desperation, I held
back the snapping jaws that breathed
ho.t fire Into my very face, "With a
de-ilre- ,"

.

bound bacaward of its great oody tne
beast Jerked free from my grip, and
the next Instant had sunk its dripping
fangs, deep and hard, into the fiesh
of my shoulder. As the Intense pain
shot through me, my right hand,
driven with all the force I could muster, caught the monster once, twice,
full fn the throat but tighter and
tighter those clinched Jaws locked,
until It seemed as if every bone between them must be ground to powder. Even as I grasped the lower
Jaw, seeking vainly to wrench it
loose, I heard the girl scream in sudden afright
"Quick!" I gasped desperately.
"Get my revolver there on th floor,
and us it but for God's sake keep
down; don't let the brute see you."
;
She must have heard, but there was
no response, although her crying
ceased. Yet my own struggle to rid
myself of that crushing weight and
those iron Jaws drowned all other
sounds, drove all other thoughts from
me. Every muscle of my body began
to weaken from the strain, my eyes
blurred, falntness swept over me, I
felt my brain reeling, when there
burst a vivid flash of flame within
a foot of my face, singeing my forehead; then followed a deafening report and the huge brut sprang backward with a snarl of pain, bis teeth
clicking together like cogs of steeL
Then he stiffened and fell prone
across me, a dead, inert weight planing me breathless to the floor.
For the moment I could do no more
than lie there helpless, gasping for
breath, scarce conscious even of my
deliverance.
sufficient
Then, as
strength returned for action, I rolled
th body of the dead brute off me,
and lifting myself by aid of the wall
against which my head rested, looked
about Two broken chairs overturned
upon the floor, and the shapeless,
huddled body of my late assailant,
alone spoke of the violence of that
deadly struggle; but the cabin was
yet full of smoke, and I could perceive the figure of the girl leaning
against the frame of the open door,
the revolver still grasped in her hand.
Her posture was that of a frightened
eyes sought
deer, as her terror-fillethe dark Interior.
"It is safely over," I said weakly,
for my breath yet came to me in
gasps. "The brute is dead."
I could scarcely mark her coming
across the narrow streak of moonlight moving toward me as a fright
ened bird might startled at every
thing, and passing as far from the
lifeless mass on the floor as the small
space would allow. As she bent
anxiously over me her face was so in
shadow that I could distinguish noth
ing of its features.
"What is it? Are you Indeed severe
ly hurt?"
"Not seriously, I think, yet I have
lost some blood, and am in great pain.
There is brandy In the inner pocket
of my jacket, but I am unable to
move my arm In order to reach it
Would you endeavor to draw the flask
out?"
I felt her bend over me, her soft
breath coming almost in sobs, upon my
face, as with trembling fingers she
undid the buttons of my trooper's
jacket and extracted the small flat
flask I had been thoughtful enough
to store away there.
The fiery liquid seemed to put new
blood into my veins, and with It there
e
returned all my
audacity,
with that intense hopefulness In which
I had been trained by years, of war
and
"I trust you realize," I said, "that
I am neither thoughtless nor ungrateful. Years of war service make one
careless of life, but I know it was
you shot that saved me. You are a
brava girl."
Her overtaxed nerves gave way at
my words, and I knew she was crying
softly. The sobbing was In her voice
as she strove to speak.
do not
"Oh, no, I am not; you
guess how great a coward I am. I
scarcely knew what I was doing when
I fired. That horrid thing what was
it?"
"A huge mastiff, I imagine; one of
the largest of his breed. But whatever it may have been, the beast
is dead, and we have nothing more
to fear from him."
"Yet I tremble so," she confessed,
almost hysterically. "Every shadow
frightens me."
I realized that no amount of conversation would quiet her nerves so
effectively as some positive action ; besides, I felt the hot blood constantly
trickling down my arm, and realized
that something needed to be done at
once to stanch its flow, before weakness should render me equally useless.
"Do you think you could build a
fire oh the hearth yonder?" I asked.
"I am afraid I am hardly capable of
helping you as yet; but we must
have light in this gloomy old hole,
or it is bound to craze us both. Take
those broken chairs if you find nothing better."
She instantly did as I bade her,
moving here and there about the room
until she gathered together the materials necessary, but keeping carefully away from where the dead dog
lay, until in a brief space of time the
welcome flame leaped up in the wide
black chimney, and cast its red glare
all over the little room The activity
did her good, the light flooding the
gloomy apartment yielded renewed
courage, and there was a cheerier
sound in her voice as ah came back
to me.
"The great ugly brute!" she exclaimed, looking at th form in the
centre of the floor.
"He was certainly heavy enough
to have been a bear,' I replied,
clinching my teeth in pain, "and suf
ficiently savage."
d

--

old-tim-

I viewed ner now ror ra rmrs
time clearly, and the memory wCl remain with me till I die. How distinctly that entire picture stands forth.
with the mist of all these years bed
room, devoid
tween! The
of all furniture save of th rudest and
low-ceile-

There Burst a Vivid Flash of Flam
Within a Foot of My Face.
most primitive kind; the bare log;
forming the walls, unrelieved in their
rough ugliness, except as here and
there sundry unshapely garment
dangled from wooden pegs; the rough)
deal table, with a few cheap dishes
piled 'upon one end of It; the dead)
dog lying across the earthen floor;
and over all the leap of ruddy flam
as the newly kindled fire gathered
way, leaving weird shadows here and
there, yet steadily forcing them back
and flooding the whole Interior with a
cheerly glow.
She had flung aside the blue and
yellow cloak which, during th long
hours of cur night ride had so com-- )
pletely shrouded her, and stood be
fore me dressed In some soft clinging
stuff of a delicate brown color, so cut
and fashioned as to most become her
rounded, graceful form. About her
neck a narrow strip of creamy lac,
was fitted, the full throat rendered
whiter by the contrast while at her
wrists a similar ornament alone
served to relieve the simple plainness;
Jot her attire. Th flaming fire lighted
up her face, making it seem to flush
with the dancing glow, which sparkled
like diamonds in her eyes. Hers was
a young, fair face, a face to lore
and trust forever, yet with a pride in
and a certain firmness also that

it

somehow waa good to cee. All thtaj
I noted with one quick upward glance,
and with a sudden thrill of th heart
such as I had never known before.
N

CHAPTER VII.

v

A Disciple of Sir Walter
Even as I gazed upon her, my add
miration deeper than my pain, the
arch expression of her face changed;.-thercame a sudden rush of pity, of!
anxiety into those clear, challenging1
eyes, and with one quick step shej
drew nearer and bent above me.
"Oh, Captain Wayne," she criedj
her warm, womanly heart conquering
all prejudice, "you are badly hurt and
bleeding. Why did you not tell melj
Please let me aid you."
j
"I fear I must," I replied grlmlyj
"I would gladly spare you, for indeed)
I do not believe my injury sufflclent-- j
ly serious to cause alarm, but I find)
I have only one arm I can use aq
present; the brute got his teeth intoi'
th other."
"Oh, believe me, I can do it". She!
spoke bravely, a sturdy ring of con-- j
fidence in the voice, although at the
thought her face paled. "I have beers
In the hospitals at Baltimore, and
taken care of wounded soldiers. IS
there was only some water here!" j
She glanced about, dreading the pos-- (
siblllty of having to go forth into
the night alone in search of a spring
or well.
"I think you will find a pail on the
bench yonder," I said, for from where
I leaned against the wall I could
out into the shed. "It was doubtle
left for the dog to drink from."
She came back with it tearing dov
a cloth from off a peg in the wall
she passed, and then, wearing a reso
lute air of authority, knelt beside me,
and with rapid fingers, flung back my
Jacket, unfastening the rough armj
shirt, and laid bare, so far as was.
possible, the lacerated shoulder.
"Forgive me,," she said anxiously,,
"but I fear I can never dress 4t in(
this way. We must remove yourj
Jacket and cut away the sleeve of youri
shirt."
At last the disagreeable task was:
accomplished, the wounded shoulder

rnnnnlotptv
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deathly white now, and she shielded!
j
her eyes with her hand.
"Oh, what a horrible wound!" shej
exclaimed, almost sobbing. "How thatj
great brute must have hurt you!"
"The wound is not so serious as it
appears," I replied reassuringly, andi
glad myself to feel that I spoke
truth, "but I confess the pain is in-- )
tense, and makes me feel somewhat
faint It was not so much the mere
bite of the dog, but unfortunately h
got his teeth into an old wound and.
t
tore it open."
I
"An old wound?"
"Yes; I received a Mlnie ball thereat Gettysburg, and although the bullet
was extracted, the wound never prop-- ,
erly healed."
She performed her disagreeabla
task with all the tenderness of a
sympathetic woman, and as she
worked swiftly vM o.eftly, made no,
attempt to conceal the tears clinging!
to her long lashf s. Skilfully th,
deep, jagged gash was bathed out,
end then as carefully bound up jrjtji
(To be Continued)
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LOCAL NEWS

Last Call
Preserving and Pickling
Peaches
Except for a few stray lots of Peaches
the season will probably close In a very few

days.
We have some very nice stock and
prices are low.

The Store That s Always Busy
lain
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Screened and Lump Raton CerrMos

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AllO RETAIL
Anthracite
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Sawed Wood and Kindling
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ESTABLISHED 1876

Sheriff Secundino Romero has re
turned from a trip to La Junta,
Colo., near which place he arrested
Francisco B. Gonzales.
Gonzales is
charged with abanaonlng his wife,
who resides on the West side. Gon
zales when arrested, expressed his
surprise that Mr. Romero was able
to 'find him. He had secured em
ployment In the country and thought
his whereabouts unknown.

First ''National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

A party of Santa Fe republicans
are planning to come to Las Vegas
at the time of the republican conven
tion In a private car which they will
occupy on the side track as a hotel

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

and headquarters. A party of 16 will
make the trip. They will decorate
the car with streamers, making the
trip an advertising stunt for the Ancient city as well as a pleasant visit
to Las Vegas.

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Alex Levy of Mora county has
brought suit to quiet title to an; unf
divided
interest In a trac
Of land lying in the San Antonio val
ley near the Jicarilla mountains. The
tract contains about 20,000 acres. The
suit Is directed against all known
claimants of interest in the land.
one-hal-

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Bran

Shorts

ery Day
FRESH

and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

'

In making his numerous trips to
Las Vegas on land business In his
father's touring cat Vllson W. Mills
has collected data for a valuable road
map between here and the capital,
and with the assistance of Henry
Shaw of Las Vegas has drafted one
of the most valuable maps ever
STOCKHOLDERS' MEETING.
The annual meeting of the stock
holders of the A. O. TJ. W. Real Estate and Investment Co-- , for the elec
tion of directors for the ensuing: year,
and the transaction of any other business which may properly come before
the meeting, will be held at the A. O.
U. W. hall on Eighth street, between
Lincoln and Douglas avenues, Tuesday evening, September 19, at 8

TOMATOES.

BEANS.

CAULIFLOWER.

Roller Milts

GRAPES.
PEACHES.
PLUMS.
BANANAS.

4

ORANGES.

RIPE TOMATOES
Vegetables of any kind go to

614

The Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
Eatable
Best of
i

We Have Always

the

Everything

at them wC

looking

want you to know we are
enough interested to enjoy
showing

them.

And

say:
. We've
got them to show
too. The new tall weaves, colors and patterns. The new
models and smart fashions from Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

Just in. Just opened up for your inspection.

GREENBERGER
"A SQUARE DEAL"

All of the committee of the San
County Fair association are
hard at work on the final arrangements for staging the big event, on
October 5, 6 and 7. The success of
the fair Is assured. All of the mer
chants and farmers of the county are
putting their shoulders to the wheel,
A numper or merchants and
many
farmers of Mora county have added
their support to those in San Miguel.
The exhibit of farm products, grain,
fruit, cattle, poultry and "Buffalo"
Jones famous herd of buffalo will be
the largest and finest ever seen In
the state. The aSnta Fe will offer
rates fro mall parts o fthe state and
epople fro mall over the country will
be on hand for the fair. A fine pro
gram of sports has been arranged.

but we can put you onto
the right way to sell goods,

fewm

by

ELECTRIC ADVERTISING
Let us furnish you an
Electric sign. Just call us up
and mention Electric Signs
and we will make you a
proposition that will look
good to you.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Three Wise Husbands

ifijp
l

I'f

lvJ

Hal

w

HODS

purchased
.

Hoosier Kitchen

Cabinets

V

'

SPECIAL

for their

ts

1

h is

vctK

The firrt the ladies taw of the cabinets was when our
wagon
backed op to their kitchen doors. These men knew that their wives
would live proportionately longer through
a Hoosier Cabinet,
having

a Weakputs a Hoosier in Your Kitchen

A Dollar

J.

C.

JOjHNSEN & SON

Exclusive Local Agents

There will be at hot Time
In the Whole Town
Convention Day, Sept. 28.
Don't you want that
Insurance now?
CUTLER BROTHERS
Lincoln Ave., Tel. Main 124.

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico StateTajfr Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

4,

1911.

CURTISS AVIAtlON MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.

$ipoo "Bull" Durham Stake for 2:12 Pacers

Won't the Wife
Be Pleased

"Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

to be raced

Base Ball Every Day
if you bring home a loaf

Exciting Horse Races

Feature Upon Feature

Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
".
Isaac Barth, Pres.
John B. McManus,
--

Las Vegas Steam
Laundry

TO

EAT

Secy-Mng- r.

"Sanitary Bread"
"It's baked in a Sanitary
Oven in a Sanitary Way

V-

Rye, Cream

Are Here

Fresh Every Day

We have a fine stock of these
and the prices are right
Call and see them

at

BOUCHER'S

Son
Onion
Perry
507 Sixth Street
Phone Main 462

(The Coffee Man.)

.

01

'1

r

C:

If it may be termed a science

White, Whole Wheat

Tulips Hyacinths and Narcissus
Uj
v t

joy

of

i'

i

If you are enough inter
ested in fine clothes to en

Miguel

BARTLETT

GREEN TOMATOES"

Clothes

The republicans of precinct No. 12,
gathered yesterday
morning
and held a primary for the election
of delegates to the county conven
tion, which will be held here Saturday of this week. Antonio Archuleta
y Flores was chosen president and
Jesus Gutierrez was selected as vice
president. Felix Salmeron acted as
The following delegates
secretary.
were chosen: Pablo A. Sena. Telles- for Archuleta and Caslmiro Ortiz

driver.

J. H. STEARNS
THINGS

Marx Good

Rowe,

APPLES, ETC.

PURE

PEARS
FREE STONE PEACHES
CLINGSTONE PEACHES
CONCORD GRAPES
TOKAY GRAPES
MISSION GRAPES

and

Alleging abandonment (Robert M.
Hogge, of Mora county has filed suit
against his wife, Zoda A. Hogge, and
asked for a decree of absolute di
vorce. Mr. Hogge asserts that he
and his wife were married in Arkan
gas. Later they removed to Mora
county, N. M. Mr. Hogge says his
wife left him last year, returning
to Arkansas. Since that time he has
heard nothing from her.

GRAPE FRUIT.

cf una

HartSchaffner

Judgment has been rendered by
Judge Clarence J. Roberts In fa
vor of the plaintiff In the suit of the
Charles Iffeld company against E. J.
Swarta for debt The decree was for
Swartz is a resident of
$128.96.
Grant county.

Can be made easy
by sending us your
Wool Blankets, Lace
Curtains, Rugs, etc.
It will save you a lot
of bother to have
them taken away and
brought back ready
for use. And the
charges are very
small.
Phone Main 81 or
give them to our

NEW CABBAGE.
GREEN

The Home of

Housecleaning

CUCUMBERS.
.

SEW

The Republicans of precinct No. 3
on the West side will hold a primary
this evening for the purpose of nom- niatlng delegates to the county con
vention, which will be held In the
court house Saturday of this week.

A new act of congress relative to
homesteading of government land has
gone Into effect. Tne act is aa fol
lows: Be it enacted by the senate
and house of representatives of the
United States of America in congress
assembled, That all homestead entries which have been canceled or relinquished, or are .valid solely because of the erroneous allowance of
o'clock.
such entries after the withdrawal of
N. O. HERMAN, Secy.
lands for national forest purposes
may be reinstated or allowed to re
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.
I have severed all connection with main intact, but in the case of en
the Flacita Land company and tie tries heretofore canceled applications
for reinstatement must be filed in
Ten Lakes Land company.
the proper local land office prior to
L. J. HAND
July 1, 1912. Section 2. That in all
cases where contests were Initiated
under the provisions of the act of
May 14th, 1880, prior to the with
drawal of the land for national forest
purposes, the qualified successful
contestants may exercise their preference right to enter the land within
six months after the passage of this
act.

CELERY.

Phone Main 131

or

1911.

Your Fall

Some of the Things
We Have Ev-

Las Vegas

19,

band will
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W. Clark ex
tonight at pect to remove soon to the former
A full at- Arnot home, adjoining the residence
is desired. of Stephen B. Davis, on Columbia
avenue, where they will keep house.

Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Morley, who
Always get the best at Nolette's
barber shop.
formerly lived In Las Vegas, accord'
ing to word received from them by
leal that draft beer fine at the friends, are the parents of a band
some baby boy born to them a week
Opera Bar?
Regular dance at Rosenthal hall ago. The parents have decided to
christen the boy William, for one of
Wednesday night
Mr. Morley's close friend. The Morley live in Chicago.
Hot lunch every morning at 10
o clock at the Opera Bar.
J. F. Sackman, of Nisson and Sackman, the painters, went before Judge
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon D. R. Murray yesterday afternoon
at the Opera Bar. Serred from, bar with a request to have John Sherbom,
rels oa the bar.
Jr., placed wider a peace bond, claim
ing that he considered hlmsel! in
FlncsVa Golden Wed din
Rye, aged danger, unless such action was aken.
la the wood. Direct from distillery The twc men got together this morn
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
ing, however, and Sackman agreed
that if befoie Judge Murray and nr.
Antonio T. Sena, one of the lino- der oath Sherbon would swear to
type operators at The Ontlc office keep the peace that he would with
is the proud father of a baby girl, draw his request for a peace bond.
born to Mr. and Mrs. Sena this Morn This settlement was made, and after
ing.
Sherbon paid the costs the case .was
dismissed.
A marriage license has been grant
ed to Dorotea Maes, aged IS, ot La
According to the figures of the Hub
Manga, and Agapito D. Garcia, aged Clothing House the suit case offered
28, of Buxton..
Parents' consent by them for the Maroon batter with
was given for the girl.
the highest percentage In the last
sixteen games was won by "Blnger"
A baby daughter was born Sunday
Wicks, the locals' husky little shortmorning in Santa Fe to Adjutant stop. In this series of games BlnGeneral and Mrs. A. S. Brookes.l Ad ger batted .416, his closest competi
jutant General Brookes has many tors being Kills at .351 and Wilson
friends here who will be Interested at .350.
Yesterday afternoon the
to learn of the new addition to his Huh Bent a fine white madras shirt
family.
to Tommy Lochard at Trinidad that
being the prize offered by them to
Reinstatement has been made by the pitcher striking out over fen bats
the district judge of a number of men.
Tommy fanned 15 men. The
suite filed by heirs of the Butler es Hub's
figures are not official, the
tate against various persons. The scorer not
having made his report for
suits are mostly in regard to Mora
the season. However, the result was
real estate.
county
They were obtained by consulting the box scores
stricken from the court docket some
published in The Optic and doubtless
time ago when It was thought they
there is little room for dispute re
would be settled out of court.
garding the awarding of the prize.

for

Phone Main 193 or

The Greater Las Vegas
bold "its .Regular rehearsal
the city .hall at 8 o'clock.
tendance t the members

SEPTEMBER

I

'

.

The

Science of
'
Selling):

Farms

must

.include a means of presenting the
to the greatest nnmber

reposition

of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the
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